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 Abstract 

Background: In an applied engineering field like requirements engineering, the final goal of 

the research is its adoption by industry. For technology transfer to be possible practitioners 

need strong evidence for a technology‘s applicability and possible benefits. Therefore 

research on a technology should be done in a realistic setting so that practitioners can use the 

results to build a strong case for its adoption.  

Quality requirements are constraints placed on the software. Empirical results show 

challenges in handling quality requirements, e.g. include late discovery of quality 

requirements. In addition, we lack technologies that can be used to incorporate them into the 

final software. Functional and quality requirements differ in nature; treatment given to 

functional requirements will not always be applicable for quality requirements. Therefore 

practitioners need decision support material based on empirical evidence to incorporate the 

suggested technologies. 

Objective: The purpose of the thesis is to identify technologies for quality requirements that 

have been empirically evaluated. Methods in relation to elicitation, specification, metrics (or 

measurement) and testing will be identified with the aim of providing decision support 

material to practitioners for incorporating quality requirements in the software. To find 

possible future directions of requirements engineering research, the current state of 

technology adoption for quality requirements will be identified.  

Method: The presented research is explorative and investigative in nature. A systematic 

literature review method was employed to identify potential technologies for adoption. An 

empirical study was conducted with three participants from three companies to get an insight 

into the state of technology adoption.  

Results: The systematic literature review includes 46 papers published between 2000 and 

2010. All in all only four of the 46 papers offer high realism and support for technology 

adoption, i.e. presenting evaluations in a realistic setting, with practitioners using real world 

industrial applications. Another three papers were found to have potential in terms of 

furthering technology transfer. A general finding common for many of the papers reviewed is 

a lack of scientific rigour which affects the credibility of the results. Among the participants 

in the three companies interviewed, none of the methods presented were used.  

Conclusions: Technology transfer support for quality requirements technologies is challenged 

by low strength of evidence. Evaluations of technologies lack descriptions of evaluation 

design - description of how evaluations have been performed - and validity. There is a need 

for more and better empirical evaluations of technologies to handle quality requirements. The 

results of industrial interviews shows the need for more empirical investigations, for example 

surveys, to identify current industrial practices and technologies able to handle or incorporate 

quality requirements in projects successfully.  

Keywords Systematic literature review, Industrial interviews, Technology transfer, Quality 

requirements 
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Introduction 

Software is an important part of our daily life and an increasingly important factor for all 

industries [94]. Software today is inevitable in goods like cars, washing machines, video 

games etc. Software development is a human centred and knowledge intensive activity [48].  

Over time, there has been an increase in the attention on software development by researchers 

and practitioners [95, 96], which can be attributed to the increased use of software. To 

improve competitive advantage and also to sustain it software organizations should 

continuously improve their processes and practices [49]. A good Requirements Engineering 

(RE) process is a success factor for all software products. RE is concerned with identifying 

the goals for a proposed system and how to convert them into services and constraints [50]. 

Good RE is critical when designing software and is a major determinant of software quality 

[50]. RE will help us selecting a requirements subset from an identified superset of candidate 

requirements so that the stakeholders‘ system constraints are fulfilled and thus maximizes 

business value [111]. Errors caused due to requirements are time consuming and expensive to 

correct [50]. RE is a well established research area [56] that focuses on identifying attributes 

or features needed for a software product to meet the customers‘ expectations and needs [51, 

57] and often spans the entire software development life-cycle [50]. Improving RE practices 

is an important step in the overall success of software products [50, 57, 110].  

Software projects use RE to elicit, document and manage requirements throughout the project 

[50]. Requirements are descriptions of how a software system should behave [50] and are 

classified into two types: functional requirements and non-functional requirements [50]. 

Functional requirements describe the functionalities of the system - ―what the system will do‖ 

[50]. Non-functional requirements (NFR) are the constraints put on the types of solutions that 

will meet the functional requirements [50]. These are also referred to as attributes of the 

system [56]. Some examples of NFRs, also known as Quality Requirement(s) (QR) [58] are 

performance, security and maintainability. 

Inadequate requirements and poor RE often result in deficiencies in software development 

[51] such as cost overruns, and improper selection of system architecture [50]. Selection of 

system architecture is tightly dependent on the selected requirements set [102, 112]. As it is a 

common practice to estimate software size, schedules and budget in software development 

from the requirements document [63], a strong focus on RE is inevitable. In addition, it has 
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been observed that software quality strongly depends on RE [50, 52, 53, 54]. Software quality 

can be defined as a desired combination of attributes in the product [55]. NFRs focus on 

―how good‖ software does a task as opposed to functional requirements which focus on 

―what‖ software does [57]. The focus in RE usually is on functional requirements [58]. 

However, the complexity of a system depends both on the functional requirements and NFR 

[62]. Research has shown that QR is difficult to understand [58] and is rarely distinguished 

from functional requirements [58, 59, 60]. The importance of understanding QR in industrial 

context and the need for industrial practices to handle QR in software projects was 

highlighted by Landes [61]. Not dealing with QR efficiently or not giving enough attention to 

the importance to QR may result in increased cost of development and time-to-market [9]. 

Svensson et al. [41] conducted a study to identify the challenges concerning selection and 

management of QR. A major challenge identified in this study is how to achieve testable QR, 

i.e. to make well specified and quantified QR. The finding of [41], i.e. challenge of achieving 

testable QR is in line with observations in [64, 65]. A large amount of effort is invested in 

defining and implementing functional requirements. The limited focus on QR is a problem 

area in RE. The importance of aligning RE and testing is being researched as part of EASE 

project by researchers at Lund University and Blekinge Institute of Technology [66]. The 

advantage of such an alignment is that in this way testable requirements become an integrated 

part of the project and will thus be implemented. This alignment is further stressed by 

Uusitalo et al. [67] and Post et al. [68] who claim that linking requirements and software 

verification is a key activity in software development.  

When searching for new technologies, practitioners need sound decision support [49]. 

Technologies can be techniques, methods, models, processes and tools [49]. Practitioners 

need to find strong evidence of the use of technology, it‘s possible benefits and limitations. In 

an engineering field like RE [49], adoption of technologies in industry depends heavily on 

research and research results [69]. However, research in RE is criticized for having little 

impact on RE practices adoption [70, 71] and not providing technologies that are useful in 

real environments [49, 72]. This is attributed to the lack of proper evaluation [73]. These 

claims are not one-sided and research results of RE were also found to be beneficial to 

practitioners [74] - e.g. scenario-based requirements engineering, agent-oriented requirements 

and goal modeling.  

Evidence-based Software Engineering (EBSE) methodology strives to support and improve 

technology adoption decisions based on best evidence from research and practical experience. 

Technology creation stems from a business need or a technical problem [75] and the ultimate 

aim of RE research is to transfer research results to industry. To facilitate technology transfer 

research results need to be convincing to the practitioners. Gorschek et al. observed [78] that 

for technology transfers to be possible management should identify the benefits of research 

and technology transfer. Lack of management support in technology transfer has been 

observed by several researchers [113, 114]. While both practitioners and project leaders are 

concerned with the research results, managements‘ focus is on the effect of software process 

improvement on cost, effort, time-to-market and return-on-investment. Lack of evidence of in 

this area will be a negative factor for technology transfer and adoption. Therefore for 
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technology transfer to be feasible, practitioners need decision support in terms of strong 

evidence from research results in addition to software process improvement initiative aspects 

that are considered by the management when making decisions. However, the management 

aspect of decision support is out of the scope of this thesis and is not considered further. 

Instead, we focus on providing decision support to practitioners based on best evidence from 

research and practical experience according to the EBSE paradigm.   

  

1.1 Purpose Statement 

The purpose of the thesis is to identify methods for quality requirements that have been 

empirically evaluated. Methods in relation to elicitation, specification, or measurement and 

testing will be identified with the aim of providing decision support material for practitioners 

when deciding whether to incorporate methods for handling quality requirements in the 

software. The possibilities of technology transfer of the evaluated technologies will be 

assessed by investigating studies that offer a high degree of realism. To identify the 

usefulness of adoption, strength of evidence of the reported studies will be evaluated. Finally 

we will assess the state of technology adoption of quality requirements research in the 

industry.  

1.2 Research outcomes 

The contribution of this research is a report documenting the following: 

 A list of quality requirements-related technologies evaluated in industry and academia 

for elicitation, prioritization, specification, measurement and testing. 

 Priorities/views/attitudes of practitioners on incorporating quality requirements as 

found in research (academia).  

 The degree of realism offered by the identified empirical evaluations. 

 A list of technologies that have the possibility of adoption for practitioners.  

 A list of quality requirements that have been implemented in real-world industry 

practice. 

 A list of technologies adopted in practice. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Background and Related Work 
 

 

 

 

This chapter gives an introduction to Quality Requirements (QR), technology transfer and 

decision support based on evidence plus related work in the area of QR.  

2.1 Background 

Requirements can be classified as functional requirements or non-functional requirements 

[50, 51]. Non-functional requirements are also known as Quality Requirements (QR) [97, 

98]. Functional requirements can be defined as “Requirements that specify the functions of 

the system, how it records, compute, transforms, and transmits data” [99]. Functional 

requirements specify ―what the system will do‖ [50] while QR is defined as the constraints 

put on the types of solutions that will meet the functional requirements [50]. QR describes 

how software does a particular task [99, 101] and is relevant to system properties such as 

reliability and performance [102]. These are also known as soft goals [62].QR put restrictions 

on the system and limit the choice for constructing solutions to the problem [102]. Not 

dealing with QR effectively or not addressing QR in the design of solutions leads to errors 

that are difficult to correct at a later stage of software development [103, 104. 106]. The 

importance of QR and addressing it early in the projects is addressed in [105]. The i* 

framework used agent and goal-oriented approaches to address RE issues modeling and 

analyzing stakeholders‘ interests and organizational characteristics was proposed and 

validated in a real setting by Yu [105]. The results of the empirical validation were positive.   

There are several standards that classify QR – e.g. ISO/IEC 9126 and IEEE 830-1998 [99]. 

Quality models like Boehm‘s Quality model is also used for classification of QR. Quality 

models have quality characteristics which are further divided into sub-characteristics. For 

example, ISO/IEC 9126 has six quality characteristics, namely functionality, reliability, 

usability, efficiency, performance and portability. These six characteristics are further 

classified into 27 sub-characteristics. Chung et al. [108] claim that there is no fixed set of 

quality characteristics and the terminology of QR varies a lot among practitioners, 

researchers and the general public. This makes identifying and implementing quality 

characteristics for software products difficult.  

 

2.2 Related work 

In a recent study based on a survey [8] it was observed that development tools used by 

practitioners are not well suited for NFR. Also, NFRs are not well utilized and seldom used 

for making architectural and technical decisions.  This is in line with the studies [58, 60] 
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where implementation and utilization of QR was found to be difficult. There has been QR-

research but only piecemeal. Lubars et al. [64] conducted a survey on requirements 

modelling. The key observation from this study is that requirements mostly are vaguely 

specified, which causes difficulty in understanding and implementing them.  This was found 

to be a major challenge for specifying performance requirements also [64]. It has also been 

observed that requirements are difficult to test as they are not clearly stated [65].  

To discover QR late in the product development cycle causes many of the software 

development problems [103, 104, 108, 109]. A need for methods to assess the quality 

characteristics in software was identified by Chung et al. [108].  Borg et al. [109], in their 

empirical study involving two software developing organizations in Sweden found some of 

the problems associated with QR are that QRs are stated in non-measurable terms and many 

QR remain undiscovered. These problems were associated with a lack of methods for 

handling QR thus identifying a need for methods and tools that support QR throughout the 

entire development process.  

Cysneiros et al. [104] investigated a strategy that allows integration of QR into data models 

using entity relationship diagrams thus providing a means to specify and analyze QR.   

Kamsties et al. [65] also observed challenges related to specifying QR and more specifically 

usability requirements. This is in line with the result of the survey [41], where the major 

challenge was found to be how to specify testable QR. The difficulty in specifying QR stems 

from the fact that most functional requirements and QR are intertwined [41]. Therefore in 

most cases QR are neglected or passed over too easy due to the lack of methods. To address 

this issue methods like NFR Framework and i* family were [62] proposed.  

There have been several reviews of RE - e.g. [49, 77, 79, 115] and also on software 

engineering topics like software cost estimation [116] and agile methods [87]. Reviews in 

software engineering so far have been summarized by Kitchenham et al. [80]. Some of the 

software engineering topics that were reviewed include cost estimation, testing techniques, 

COTS development methods, experiments in Software Engineering and Software architecture 

evaluations methods. Reviews specific to QR has not yet been done. Earlier reviews in RE – 

summarized below - did not cover the perspective of QR. Davis et al. [77] conducted a 

systematic review of the effectiveness of requirements elicitation techniques. The following 

summarize the results of this study:        

 Structured interviews appear to be one of the most effective elicitation techniques and 

are suitable in a variety of domains. 

  Techniques like card sorting, prototypes and ranking tend to be less effective than 

interviews. 

 Analyst experience or expert judgement does not appear to be relevant factors during 

information gathering using interviews. Experts and novice analysts were found to be 

equally good in information acquisition.  

Although interviews are people-oriented rather than scientific in nature, it is a widely used for 

elicitation.   
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Concepts and techniques in RE were reviewed by Lamsweerde [78] who observed the 

importance and prominence of requirements modelling using goal-based approaches rather 

than object-oriented methods. Goals provide a basis for the analysis of conflicting 

requirements. This later led to the development of goal-based reasoning as a framework to 

model and analyze NFR [62].  

Ivarsson [49] reviewed technology transfer decision support in requirements engineering 

research based on articles published in Requirements Engineering journal (REj). Key findings 

from this study are that few studies presented in the review provide strong support for 

methods‘ applicability and many of the evaluations presented were not done in realistic 

settings. The studies were either done using toy examples invented for the purpose of 

evaluations or used researchers or students as subjects for evaluations. The evaluations 

suffered from lack of realism and thus provided limiting information that could be used to 

decide whether to use the techniques or not. Some of the evaluations that provide support for 

applicability of methods include Requirements Abstraction Model (RAM) and Knowledge-

based Approach for the Selection of Requirements Engineering Techniques (KASRET).  

Parviainen [79] presented an inventory of RE technologies, mainly from the perspective of 

embedded systems. Key findings of this study are that new technologies are often not mature 

enough to be applied in real-world applications and majority of technologies are not known to 

the practitioners. It was found that companies need guidance on how to find information on 

technologies and their possible benefits, limitations and suitability to their needs. Although an 

inventory of technologies was presented, the study does not clearly describe the literature 

survey method. Nevertheless, this study showed a clear need for support for practitioners in 

identifying technologies that will suit industrial needs.    

The gap between research in RE and industrial practices has been observed in [70, 71]. 

Technology transfer, the process of moving new technologies from academia or research 

centres to industry [49] needs management support [74, 78] and strong evidence [76]. Several 

models for technology transfer have been proposed - e.g. [72, 77, 78]. A general model for 

technology transfer was developed by Gorschek et al. [78].   

This thesis reviews research related to QR from a technology transfer perspective by adopting 

Kitchenham‘s SLR [81]. The motivation for the thesis is lack of reviews on QR and decision 

support material for technology adoption. The motivation of adopting SLR is that it is 

systematic and allows careful synthesis of research available. The core idea of technology 

transfer and decision support is heavily inspired by [49, 79].  
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                                                                                                                            CHAPTER 3 

                                                                                                         Research Agenda 
 

 

 

 

3.1 Research Focus 

The focus of this research is on reviewing articles that present evaluations of technologies for 

handling Quality Requirements (QR) in software projects. Technologies addressing the 

following five process areas will be reviewed: elicitation, prioritization, measurement 

(metrics), specification and testing. The review process aims at identifying technologies, 

classifying the problems process areas they address and provide decision support material to 

practitioners for adoption of technologies in industry practice. An additional focus of the 

research is to identify technologies used in the current industry practices.  

 

3.2 Objectives 

The following objectives are central to this thesis:  

 To identify the priorities in selecting/opting quality requirements. 

 To identify methods for elicitation and prioritization of quality requirements. 

 To identify technologies for quality requirements in relation to specification, 

measurement (metrics, quantification) and testing. 

 To evaluate the rigidity of the research results so as to assess the strength of the 

presented evidence. 

 To identify decision support, based on strength of evidence.  

 To conduct a brief survey so as to identify real life industry practices in relation to the 

above mentioned objectives. 

 

3.3 Research Questions 

Research questions (RQ) are formulated based on the objectives and are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1 Research questions for the thesis 

Research questions 

RQ1: What RE technologies exist for QR?  

 

RQ1.1: What are the most selected QRs? 
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RQ 1.2: What themes are addressed by studies on QR elicitation, prioritization, specification, 

metrics and testing? 

 

RQ2: What is the current state of evaluation of RE for QR? 

 

RQ2.1: What is the realism found in the studies reported? 

 

RQ3: What can be inferred from the studies for the benefit of implementation of QR? 

RQ3.1: What is the strength of evidence available in the reported studies? 

 

 

 

3.4 Research method(s) 

Research methods provide procedures and guidelines for investigations [82].  The utilization 

of research methods is important in all research. Research methods guide researchers in 

identifying the process of investigation needed to answer the research questions. Some of the 

commonly used research methods are systematic literature reviews (SLR) or systematic 

reviews [81], surveys [84], case studies [85] and experiments [86]. In this thesis Qualitative 

research methodology [82, 83] is used together with SLR and industrial interviews.  

The thesis is explorative and investigative in nature. As discussed earlier, the thesis aims at 

investigating and identifying decision support available for quality requirements 

technologies. This is done at two levels. At the first level the available peer-reviewed articles 

were reviewed to identify technologies that have been evaluated. At the second level 

industrial interviews were conducted so as to identify technologies that are adopted and used 

in practice.   

As mentioned earlier, this thesis attempts to explore and identify technologies so as to offer 

decision support to practitioners if they are looking for a QR method. The thesis also intends 

to identify research gaps and areas of further investigation for research and sum up the 

available knowledge in a systematic manner. To this end SLR is used. Systematic reviews 

have received increasing attention in software engineering [49]. SLR is a systematic approach 

to identify, evaluate and interpret research available about a particular area of interest [81]. 

Systematic reviews evaluate and interpret available research related to a research question or 

subject of interest [81] in evidence-based software engineering [80]. It is a structured and 

repeatable process with a defined search strategy to collect studies relevant to the goals of the 

review.  

Use of a documented search strategy allows researchers to identify of primary studies and to 

perform replication of the review [37]. SLR allows an unbiased approach in defining a review 

protocol that can be used to identify peer-reviewed literature published across several search 

venues, i.e. publication journals and conference proceedings. This makes the SLR systematic 
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as opposed to an ad-hoc process. Study selection criteria are defined and used to identify 

studies relevant to the purpose of the review. An example of study selection criterion is found 

in the review on Agile methods [87]. As the thesis primarily aims at exploring technologies 

related to QR instead of understanding a particular case or comparison of technologies, other 

methods such as case studies or experiments are not appropriate and thus not used.  

  

In software engineering research there is trend towards using empirical research methods like 

case studies, surveys, experiments etc. depending upon the objectives of the study [93]. 

Empirical methods are important and should be used to bridge the gap between academia and 

industry [76]. This is because empirical methods can be used to explore and understand real-

world industry problems by cooperating with practitioners and thereby providing researchers 

in academia to develop technologies addressing practitioners‘ concerns.  For example, a 

technology invented in academia can be tested in a pilot project in industry, showing the 

possible benefits of the technology. Also, possible limitations of the technology found in the 

pilot project can later be rectified. Software engineering – as all other engineering fields – is a 

combination of technical aspects and social factors [86], the use of empirical methods is 

prominent. 

 

 

Figure 1 Research methodology for the thesis  

 

 

             

 

 

 

 

As part of the investigation, a survey was used as the second research method. A survey 

studies a phenomenon in a population by studying, or surveying a sample that is assumed to 

RE
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                  SLR 
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results 

Industrial interviews 

Industry practices 

Compare, 

review 
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be representative of that population. This can be done by collecting qualitative data through 

questionnaires and interviews. In this thesis, we have done a short survey by interviewing 

people from the software industry. The aim of the industrial interviews is to explore and 

understand real-life industrial practices, in relation to the aim of the thesis. Figure 1 outlines 

the research methodology used in the thesis.  
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CHAPTER 4 

Systematic literature review (SLR) 
 

 

 

  

A systematic literature review (SLR) is a way of identifying, evaluating and interpreting all 

available research relevant to a particular research question, topic, or phenomenon of interest 

[81]. Some of the factors that make SLR different from a normal literature review are 

outlined by Kitchenham [81]:  

  

 SLR defines a review protocol specifying research questions and search venues 

 SLR involves explicitly documenting the search strategy and review procedure so that 

reader can assess its rigor and completeness and a replication of the review is possible 

in the future 

 SLR involves having inclusion/exclusion criteria that aid in identifying studies 

relevant to the purpose of the review 

 SLR involves evaluating the quality of the reported studies 

 

SLR consists of three main phases: planning the review, conducting the review and 

documenting the review. The review process is outlined in Figure 2. In the planning phase, 

the need for a SLR is identified and a review protocol or design is developed. Review design 

includes identifying objectives of the review, defining research questions, selecting a search 

strategy for identifying primary studies relevant to research questions, inclusions and 

exclusion criteria, quality assessment of the studies reported and a strategy for extracting data 

from the reported studies [81]. The aim of selecting a search strategy is to reduce the 

potential bias of the researcher so that future replication of the review is possible [81].  

 

Figure 2 SLR phases (adapted from [81]) 

          

Start SLR                                                            End SLR 

 

The second phase is to conduct the review, i.e. identifying primary studies in the search 

venues and data extraction from these primary studies. For the purpose of data extraction, 

data extraction forms are used. In the last phase, extracted data are analyzed and documented.  

The subsequent sections describe the review process developed and used in this thesis. The 

process is based on the guidelines developed by Kitchenham [80] with the difference that in 

this thesis study quality assessment is combined with inclusion/exclusion criteria. In this way 

we can assess the quality of a study based upon the empirical value it gives to the research 

Planning   Conducting Documenting 
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community in Software Engineering. As the purpose in this thesis is to evaluate and appraise 

empirical studies and studies with empirical evaluations, we do not include pure research 

papers. Studies with exclusive focus on QR, in our case, have better value rather than studies 

which are focused on functional requirements. To cover these two aspects, quality assessment 

is included in inclusion/exclusion of the studies. Although quality assessment begins in 

parallel with the selection of studies, studies are evaluated based scientific rigour. The 

process of evaluating studies is explained in Chapter 6.   

To this end the process of identification of studies and data extraction are adopted from [49]. 

The author draws inspiration for combining inclusion, exclusion criteria and study quality 

assessment from [49], as this provides a comprehensive way of answering RQ3.  

 

4.1 Identification of the need for review 

Kitchenham et al. [80] have reported several systematic reviews in software engineering but a 

review relevant to QR is missing in the reviews reported to date. Moreover, to identify 

similar work, the author performed a search in Inspec/Compendex with the search string: 

(―quality requirements‖ OR ―non-functional requirements‖ OR ―non functional 

requirements‖) AND (―systematic literature review‖ OR ―systematic review‖) 

Neither the studies reported through the above search string nor the studies reported in [80] 

addressed the research questions of the thesis.  

 

4.2 Research questions 

The research questions are formulated in Chapter 3. Table 2 shows the research questions 

together with a short description. 

Table 2 Research questions (RQ) and description  

Research questions (Quality requirements = QR) Description 

RQ1: What RE technologies exist for QR?  

 

To identify the views and attitudes of 

practitioners in selecting quality 

requirements for software. An inventory 

of technologies in relation to QR 

elicitation, prioritization, specification, 

metrics and testing will be identified.  

RQ1.1: What are the most selected/opted QRs? 

 

 

RQ 1.2: What themes are addressed by studies on 

QR elicitation, prioritization, specification, metrics 

and testing? 

 

 

RQ2: What is the current state of evaluation of RE 

for QR? 

 

The delimitation factor in the review is 

―empirical studies‖ reported in relation to 

QR. The realism found in the evaluations 

performed within QR will be identified. 
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This will be done by observing research 

methods utilized, research context, 

subjects involved in the study and the 

scale of the application used in the 

reported studies.   

RQ2.1: What is the realism found in the studies 

reported? 

 

 

RQ3: What can be inferred from the studies for the 

benefit of implementation of QR? 

The strength of evidence available in 

relation to QR, can be found in the 

reported studies. To    identify    the    

evidence, the   presentation   of   the   

study   is important.  Thus, the context of 

the study should be described   thoroughly 

so that the results     can     be     

transferred     to     another environment.  

The validity of study is important and 

should be described.   

RQ3.1: What is the strength of evidence available in 

the reported studies? 

 

  

 

 

4.3 Search strategy 

The purpose of a search strategy is to have a systematic process for searching studies relevant 

to the research questions in the defined search venues. Identification of primary studies 

should be unbiased [49]. Figure 3 outlines the search strategy used in this thesis.  

 

Figure 3 Search strategy 

  

 

 

 

4.4 Search string 

Several keywords were identified and elaborated based on trial searches. The motivation for 

conducting trial searches is the large amount of keywords and terminologies used in software 

engineering. It is therefore important to identify the keywords that are relevant for the current 

research when formulating the search string. Keywords together with their categories are 

shown in Table 3.  

 

 

Select 

keywords, 

search string 

Select search 

venues 

Define criteria to 

include or 

exclude a study 

Data extraction 
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Table 3 Categorized keywords in elaborating the search string 

Category Keywords 

C1  (non–functional requirements OR nonfunctional  

requirements OR non functional requirements OR  

quality attributes  OR nonfunctional  software 

requirements   OR   ―quality   characteristics‖   

OR  

―quality  factors‖  OR  ―quality  requirements‖  

OR  

―non-functional requirements‖ OR ―non 

functional requirements‖) 

C2 Software 

C3 (elicitation  OR selection OR select) 

C4 (prioritization OR prioritizing OR prioritize OR 

prioritisation OR prioritising OR prioritise) 

C5 (Specification OR specify OR specifying OR 

modelling) 

C6 (metrics OR measurement OR measures) 

C7 (validate OR validation OR validating OR test OR 

testable OR testability) 

 

The search string used in this research is developed from Table 3 and is shown in Table 4.  

   Table 4 Search string formulation 

                   Search string  = Population AND Intervention AND Outcomes 

Population   
(non–functional requirements OR nonfunctional  requirements OR non functional requirements OR  

quality attributes  OR nonfunctional  software requirements   OR   ―quality   characteristics‖   OR  

―quality  factors‖  OR  ―quality  requirements‖  OR ―non-functional requirements‖ OR ―non functional 

requirements‖) 

 

Intervention  
Software 

Outcomes    
((elicitation  OR selection OR select) OR (prioritization OR prioritizing OR prioritize OR prioritisation OR 

prioritising OR prioritise) OR (Specification OR specify OR specifying OR modelling) OR  (metrics OR 

measurement OR measures) OR (validate OR validation OR validating OR test OR testable OR testability))         
 

  

 

4.5 Search venues 

The following digital libraries are selected as search venues: ACM Digital Library, IEEE 

Explore, SpringerLink and ScienceLink. The libraries SpringerLink and ScienceDirect do not 

facilitate the use of complex search strings and we therefore decided to use 

Inspec/Compendex due to its extensive support for indexing references across several 

sources. SpringerLink and ScienceDirect were searched manually. This search was done by 

applying the search string to the title and abstract only. The reason for not applying the search 
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string on the full text in search venues is that such searches yield too many irrelevant results 

[87]. 

4.6 Inclusion/Exclusion criteria and study quality assessment 

As explained earlier, we have combined inclusion and exclusion criteria and study quality 

assessment in the review. The inclusion and exclusion criteria are used to identify studies 

relevant to the research questions. A delimitation factor is employed to identify studies that 

report evaluation, i.e. empirical findings. The delimitation factor for the review is selection of 

only empirical studies. The delimitation factor for the review is selection of only empirical 

studies. Evaluations can be on any scale, i.e. evaluations can be done on toy examples 

developed specifically for evaluation, down-scaled example or real example from industry 

(inspired by [49]). The following are the criteria for including a study.  

 Articles published between 2000 and 2010 (including 2010) 

 Articles only in English 

 Articles should be available in full text 

The following questions are used to select a paper for inclusion: 

 Is the study relevant to software development for software-intensive products?  

 Are the study goal/theme clearly stated? 

 Is the study solely on functional requirements? 

 Does the article present empirical evaluations? 

If any one of the above questions is answered by a NO, the article/study is not included in the 

review. For example, to answer RQ2 – “What is the current state of evaluation of RE for 

QR?” and identify relevant primary studies, we use the answers to the question in the fourth 

bullet above. To identify the strength of evaluation and the amount of decision support to 

practitioner (RQ2.1 and RQ3), empirical papers are evaluated in this review. Pure research 

papers presenting new technologies are excluded as they do not present possible benefits and 

limitations. Furthermore, articles without a clear aim/goal cannot be used as a basis of 

technology adoption, such articles are excluded. The purpose of this review is to identify 

technologies relevant to QR. Technologies for functional requirements have been a major 

part in the study by Ivarsson [49] and studies focusing solely on functional requirements are 

excluded.  

We have excluded editorials, newspaper editions, comments and expert review included in 

the review. The reason for this is to include only peer-reviewed research papers. Inclusion 

and exclusion criteria are applied on title and abstract. Runeson [88] provides a quality 

assessment checklist for case studies. The Dybå study [87] uses 11 criteria to assess the 

quality of studies. These quality criteria are identified and mapped onto a set of properties for 

data extraction: context described, study design and validity described. The criteria are 

adapted from [49] as this study [49] involves finding decision support for applicability of 

requirements engineering technologies published in RE journal based on research rigidity. 

The values and quality score associated with these properties are given in Table 5. 
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Table 5 Properties related to quality assessment and associated quality score 

Property Values  Quality score 

Context described Strong/medium/weak Strong = 2, Medium = 1, 

Weak = 0 

Study design Strong/medium/weak Strong = 2, Medium = 1, 

Weak = 0 

Validity described Strong/medium/weak Strong = 2, Medium = 1, 

Weak = 0 

 

4.7 Data extraction 

To perform a review of the obtained primary studies, data from these are extracted and 

inserted into data extraction form. The data extraction form is shown in Table 6. This form 

explains the data extracted, and gives a brief description and mapping of the data to the 

research questions. 

  

 

    Table 6 Data extraction form description (adapted from [49, 87] 

Unique primary study identifier 

Title of the study 

Goal/theme of the study 

Type of publication 

Year of publication 

# Property Values Description Mapping 

to RQ 

1 Research method As given in the 

study  

Extracts the research method 

employed in the study. Examples of 

research methods are case study, 

experiment and survey 

RQ2, 

RQ3 

2 Context 

described 

Strong/medium/

weak 

Specifies    to what extent context  of 

the study  is described 

RQ3 

3 Study design Strong/medium/

weak 

Specifies to what extent design   of   

the study  is described   

RQ3 

4 Validity 

discussed 

Strong/medium/

weak 

Specifies to what extent validity   of   

the study is discussed 

RQ3 

5 Research context Industry/academi

a 

Specifies the context in which the 

study took place. 

RQ2, 

RQ3 

6 Subjects Practitioners/rese

archer 

Specifies the subjects involved in the 

empirical study 

RQ2, 

RQ3 

7 Scale of 

empirical 

evaluation 

Industrial–real 

application/down

-scaled real 

Specifies the scale of empirical 

evaluation 

RQ2, 

RQ3 
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example/toy 

example 

8 Process area(s) 

addressed 

As given in the 

study 

To extract the process area described 

(process areas are elicitation, 

prioritization, specification, metrics, 

and testing) 

RQ1, 

RQ3 

9 QR addressed As given in the 

study 

To extract the type of QR used in the 

empirical study 

RQ1, 

RQ3 

10 Product 

domain/type of 

feature 

As given in the 

study 

To extract the type of application (and 

domain) used in the study 

RQ1, 

RQ3 

11 QR technology As given in the 

study 

To extract technologies addressing the 

process area addressed 

RQ1, 

RQ3 

 

Eleven properties were extracted from the primary studies. As shown in Table 6, these 

properties are mapped onto research questions and are allotted values as shown in Table 6, 

third column. These values are extracted from the primary studies. The process of assigning 

values to the extracted data is further explained below.  

Properties 8-11 are extracted to answer RQ1. Property 8 shows the process area(s). A study 

may address more than one process area. Therefore, it is possible to mark this property more 

than once. Property 9 is the type of QR, which is used for the empirical evaluation. Property 

10 is used to identify the type of software product used in the empirical evaluations. The 

motivation for extracting this property is to identify on what scale a technology is suitable for 

adoption. Property 11 is used to extract the technology itself. A technology can be a model, 

technique or a framework [75].  All the presented methods, techniques etc. will be referred as 

technologies in this thesis. Properties 8-11 answer RQ1and provide a database in relation to 

the QR process areas addressed in this thesis.  

At the start of the review process, the author performed data extraction from a random sample 

of 10 papers and found certain difficulties in extracting the rest of seven properties (property 

1-7). For example, many papers did not have a clear description of the research method used 

in the empirical evaluation. Similarly a brief description of the subjects of the empirical 

evaluation and how they are identified are not described in many of the papers. To have a 

more focussed way of evaluating the identified primary studies and the research methods 

used they used, we tried to obtain an understanding of the research methods indirectly. In 

some papers, the research methods are not directly described and in some papers the 

evaluations used an ambiguous terminology. Thus, to extract property 1, the following 

understanding of research methods is used to extraction this property:   

 Case study if this is described as an empirical evaluation, or if the study uses an 

example or a scenario and performs the evaluation without specifying and having 

stated the goal of the evaluation [73]  

 Experiment if this is mentioned and the study describes an experiment [73]  
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 Survey if this is mentioned and the study describes its procedure - irrespective of the 

amount of detail - or uses questionnaires or interviews to collect data from an 

identified population [84]  

 Lessons learned if the study reports lessons learned, or describes industrial 

experiences after deploying a particularl method. The motivation for using this 

category is to gain insight into the practical use and resulting evidence of a particular 

method  

 Action research if there is a section that explicitly describes the use of this method  

 Not stated if the research method is not stated or does not fall into the above 

described categories. 

To answer RQ2, properties 5-7 are extracted and used together with property 1. From a 

technology transfer perspective, these properties convey the evidence for the effect of using a 

method [49, 75]. The three properties describe the environments and circumstances under 

which a method is adopted and evaluated and underlines the derivation of the evidence [49].   

Property 5 - Research context - captures the context in which the empirical evaluation was 

done. Studies are classified into industrial and academic studies. They are classified as 

industrial if the empirical evaluation is done in an industrial setting which is explicitly 

mentioned or if the empirical evaluation was performed in collaboration with industry. In all 

other cases, the property is given the value ―academia‖, i.e. studies performed in an academic 

setting such as a laboratory experiment or in a setting for which the research context is not 

described.  

Property 6 describes the subjects involved in the empirical evaluation. A distinction is made 

between practitioners and researcher. For example, if the evaluation is performed with 

practitioners as subjects and this is clearly stated, the property is assigned the value 

‗practitioner‘. If the study is performed by the researcher himself using an example or if the 

study is performed using students as study subjects, the property is assigned the value 

‗researcher‘. If the study does not explicitly mention who the subjects of the evaluation are, 

property 6 is assigned the value ‗researcher‘. 

Property 7 is called Scale of evaluation. The motivation for extracting this property is to 

identify the scale of application utilized to empirically evaluate a technology (inspired by 

[49]). For example, a study performed using a real industrial application can offer better 

evidence for practitioners wishing to adapt a technology than a study performed using a toy 

example invented for the evaluation. The values associated with property 7 are toy example, 

down-scaled real example and industrial-real application. Toy examples are constructed as 

examples, often invented for evaluating the application while down-scale applications are 

based on real example but are modified for the purpose of the study.  

The properties 2-4 are extracted to identify the strength of evidence for the methods. Based 

on the values extracted for these properties, a quality score is calculated according to the rule 

given in Table 5. The associated values are extracted based on the extent to which these 

values are described in the paper.  
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Property 2 is scored on a three level scale. The property is assigned a value weak if the 

context of the research (i.e. concerning the evaluation part of the study) is not mentioned at 

all or the context of the evaluation cannot be extracted. Medium score is assigned when the 

context is described but not in detail. Strong score is assigned if the research context is 

clearly described, for example type of application used, and description of the development 

effort.  

Property 3 is related to the research design used for the empirical evaluation. Strong score is 

assigned if the study describes the research design clearly - including the choice of research 

method, data collection procedures and procedure for identification of subjects in the 

evaluation. Medium score is assigned if the research design is not described in detail. For 

example, if the study does not explicitly explain how the subjects in the empirical evaluation 

are identifies and given tasks, medium score is assigned. Weak score is assigned if the 

research design is not described at all.  

Property 4 concerns the validity of the empirical evaluation and how the results are presented. 

Weak score is assigned if the validity of the study is not presented at all. Medium score is 

assigned if the validity of the study is presented but not in detail, or a description of the 

limitation of the study is given. Strong score is assigned if the validity of the study, various 

threats involved in the study, limitations of the study design, procedure and the results are 

described.    

 

4.8 Conducting the review 

Conducting the review involves searching the identified digital libraries and databases using 

the search string. This was done manually for each of the databases. It resulted in a total of 

2380 papers. The author decided to use a trial version of a reference management system 

called Endnote. After removing duplicates and applying inclusion and exclusion criteria to 

title and abstract, a total of 232 papers were left for full text review. Of these 232 papers 186 

papers were excluded as they did not present empirical evaluations in relation to QR. In total, 

46 papers were left for review and data extraction. Table 7 shows the primary studies 

identified in the review. 

 

     

Table 7 Primary studies  

# Study theme/goal Year Reference 

1 To determine if and how the recommended changes from the 
usability test were implemented, to identify other changes made 
to the feature being designed and the source of those other 
changes 

2000 [1] 

2 To identify practical software metrics for intranet applications 2001 [2] 
3 Presenting and validating a framework for integrating  non- 2001 [3] 
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functional requirements into the ER and OO models 
4 Elicitation and evaluation of quality requirements using the ATAM 

approach 
2001 [4] 

5 SHIRA method to explore the meaning of abstract product 
qualities in a specific context from users’ perspective 

2001 [5] 

6 Application of the WinWin paradigm to identify and resolve 
conflicts in a series of real-client, student-developer digital library 
projects 

2001 [6] 

7 A model to identify and specify quality attributes that crosscut 
requirements including their systematic integration into the 
functional description at the requirements stage 

2002 [7] 

8 Investigating how architects consider quality requirements and 
what are the most influential quality requirements types 

2010 [8] 

9 A process to elicit NFRs, analyze their interdependencies, and 
trace them to functional conceptual models 

2004 [9] 

10 A tool to validate non-functional system requirements, such as 
system reliability 

2004 [10] 

11 Requirements Engineering Framework (REF) that allows early 
adoption of system functionalities and quality attributes 

2004 [11] 

12 Identifying, extracting and generating quality migrant object 
oriented code that satisfies non-functional requirements 

2004 [12] 

13 Application of a systematic, experience-based method to elicit, 
document and analyze non-functional requirements with a 
objective to achieve a minimal set of measurable and traceable 
non-functional requirements 

2005 [13] 

14 A method for eliciting and prioritizing security requirements 
(SQUARE) 

2005 [14] 

15 Presents goal-object pattern framework to capture and model 
functional and non-functional using UML and goal-oriented 
method 

2006 [15] 

16 A practical framework for eliciting and modeling dependability 
requirements 

2006 [16] 

17 An evolutionary model for performance requirements 
specification and corresponding validation  

2006 [17] 

18 Describes use/role of usability testing in agile projects 2006 [18] 
19 An approach to the identification and inclusion of non-functional 

aspects of a business process in modeling business improvement 
2007 [19] 

20 Testing approach of component security (TACS) based on dynamic 
monitoring and detecting algorithm CSVD 

2007 [20] 

21 An XML-based software non-functional requirements modeling 
method 

2007 [21] 

22 Requirements elicitation tool (ElitiO)to capture precise non-
functional requirements specifications during elicitation 
interviews 

2007 [22] 

23 Evaluation of aspect-oriented techniques in testing non-functional 
requirements of an industrial system 

2007 [23] 

24 Presents QRF (Quality requirements of a software family) method 
focusing on defining, representing quality requirements and 
transforming to architectural models 

2007 [24] 

25 Presents a model to incorporate quality as a dimension used in 
prioritization of functional requirements 

2007 [25] 
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26 Discussion of security objectives and security requirements 2007 [26] 
27 Aspectual support for specifying requirements for software 

product lines 
2007 [27] 

28 Process framework for customizing software quality 2007 [28] 
29 A Tool for measuring user experience and usability 2007 [29] 
30 UML profile for modeling non-functional requirements in a 

generic way 
2007 [30] 

31 Goal-oriented requirements engineering (GORE) for eliciting 
security requirements 

2008 [31] 

32 To understand how the availability and precision of performance 
requirements , “Not a Problem” (NaP) defect report, and  PREM 
model 

2008 [32] 

33 A method based on software quality spectrum embedded in a 
software engineering artifact 

2008 [33] 

34 Presents SPUR – for modeling cross-functional attributes of 
software 

2008 [34] 

35 To support roadmapping of quality requirements 2008 [35] 
36 A framework for software safety based on McCall’s software 

quality model 
2008 [36] 

37 To measure software system dependability in architecture design 
phase 

2009 [37] 

38 A prototype and usability test of a Near Field Communication 
(NFC) –based ticketing application  

2009 [38] 

39 A security testing approach that derives test cases from design 
level artifacts 

2009 [39] 

40 A methodology based on the extension of Product Line UML-
based Software Engineering (PLUS) techniques to model NFR 

2009 [40] 

41 To identify the unique challenges associated with the selection, 
trade-offs and management of QR  

2009 [41] 

42 A lightweight group method that helps relevant stakeholders to 
elicit, prioritize and elaborate the quality goals of a software 
product 

2009 [42] 

43 An approach to software performance testing 2000 [43] 
44 To investigate which qualities are considered the most expensive 

to obtain, as well as which are the most wanted 
2001 [44] 

45 To support intuitive and systematic identification of quality 
requirements 

2008 [45] 

46 SecReq method for security requirements engineering 2010 [46] 
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In addition to a SLR, an empirical study was performed as part of the thesis. In the empirical 

part we interviewed people from the software industry. Interview is one of several techniques 

used for collecting qualitative data [88]. According to [88], interviews should be conducted to 

collect data based on observations, memories and opinions of interviewee in a particular 

setting [88]. The purpose of our industrial interviews in relation to the thesis is to study how 

the QR technologies are used in industrial. The interviews were conducted using semi-

structured interviews [88] and the interview process is described in Figure 4.  

 

   Figure 4 Industrial interview process 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.1 Interview goal 

The purpose of conducting industrial interviews is to supplement SLR results by obtaining 

insights into the industrial practices in adopting QR technologies to handle QR. To this end, 

industrial interviews aim at identifying most opted/selected QR for implementation, 

importance of QR in software projects, and technologies used for the incorporation of 

measurable and testable QR.  
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5.2 Interview design 

Interviews are one of the commonly used methods for collecting qualitative data [88]. The 

design of the interviews should be aligned with the identified goal and purpose of the 

interview. First we need to develop the interview guide - identifying how the interviews will 

be conducted and how the data will be collected and analyzed.  In addition we need to decide 

on Interview type, Interview instrumentation and testing and Data collection.  

5.2.1 Interview type 

There are three types of interviews - structured interviews, semi-structured interviews and 

unstructured interviews [88]. In a semi-structured interview questions are open ended, 

allowing broad discussions on the topics, thus offering flexibility [88] and the opportunity for 

follow-up questions. In this thesis, we have used semi-structured interviews. Closed questions 

should only be used for questions that are objective in nature. Open-ended questions are used 

to elicit unexpected information during the interview. The low availability of the experts from 

industry made us use semi-structured interviews as a flexible way of eliciting information 

that fitted our goals. The section interview execution will describe how the interviews were 

conducted and the flexibility that was needed.  

5.2.2 Interview instrument and testing 

A questionnaire was used to elicit information on the identified interview questions. The 

questionnaire was divided into two parts: personal and goal specific. The interview 

questionnaire and a brief description of the goals are shown in Appendix A. When the 

questionnaire has been designed it is important to validate that the questionnaire will meet the 

identified goals. For this reason, questionnaires need to be tested before conducting 

interviews in a real setting. The questionnaire was verified by the supervisor who provided 

comments and feedback. This resulted in easy-to-understand questions and improved the 

wording of the questions. Furthermore, the questionnaire was tested with two students who 

had prior work experience from industry. The students gave comments and tips on how to 

conduct an interview in a real setting. The two students found the questions understandable 

and answerable. In addition, the author had prior experience in conducting interviews. All of 

this was input to the design and testing of the questionnaires. 

5.2.3 Data collection 

During the interviews, data will be collected by listening to the interviewees and taking notes 

and recording answers. Permission will be granted from the participants for recording 

interviews. Once the answers are recorded and written down, they will be analyzed. That is, 

the answers are interpreted in accordance with the research questions of SLR.  

5.3 Interview execution 

The first step in executing the interviews is to identify participants, i.e. experts from industry. 

The author identified two participants one from Karlskrona, Sweden and one from Athens, 

Greece. There were no predefined criteria when selecting the interview participants from 
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companies developing software-intensive products. The first participant was identified via a 

common friend while the second participant was identified through a business-oriented social 

networking site – Linkedin – [89]. Participants were briefed orally about the purpose and 

goals of the interview. The author could not conduct the interview with the first participant 

because of management issues at the company. The second participant (later referred as 

Participant A) agreed to participate. Two more participants (hereafter referred as Participant 

B and Participant C) were identified with the help from the supervisor. Participant A is 

situated in Athens, Greece while Participants B and C are situated in Trondheim, Norway. All 

three final participants preferred a telephonic interview before the interview questionnaire 

was filled in. Firstly, due to issues of availability questionnaires were answered offline and 

the answers were returned to the author through e-mail. At the second stage, after analyzing 

the answers, a few more questions were added to get more insight. This was done as per the 

convenience and as suggested by the participants. Questionnaire was sent to participant C 

also, but this participant did not provide further answers to the questionnaire as the questions 

found unanswerable from the perspective of QR practices at the company (See also Chapter 

7). Participant A and B gave the permission to use their names in the thesis report. For the 

reasons of confidentiality Participant C wished to remain as anonymous. The interview 

questions with description/motivation are given in Appendix A. The participants‘ answers are 

given in Appendix B - D.    
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CHAPTER 6         

Systematic literature review results 
 

 

 

6.1 Systematic literature review (SLR) results 

A total of 46 papers were reviewed. The results of the SLR are divided into sub-sections. 

Prior to describing the results from the SLR and the answers to the research questions, we 

will give an overview of the studies.  

6.1.1 Publication year 

A general overview of studies published per year is given in Figure 5. It should be noted that 

a majority of the studies - 27 publications (59%) were published in the last four years (2007-

10). A sudden increase in the publications is observed in the year 2007 with 12 publications 

(26%). A possible reason for this is an increased interest in and attention to QR research. As 

the majority of the studies are from the recent years, studies obtained in the review can be of 

substantial importance in terms of research directions.  

   Figure 5 Distribution of studies according to year of publication. The references are 

included in square brackets. 
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Of the 46 reviewed studies, a total of 35 (76%) studies utilized case studies as research 

method. The number of experiments, surveys and studies that reported ―lessons learned‖ is 3, 

4 and 4 respectively. Case studies generally offer a high level of realism when conducted in 

an industrial setting [49]. It should be noted that several of the surveyed articles did not have 

a section for research methodology, neither was the name of the research method used 

mentioned. In such cases articles with clear cut research goals are classified as case studies. 

Extracting the research method is done using the rules given in Chapter 4.7. Inclusion and 

exclusion criteria are formed in such a way that they favour the process of identifying 

research methods and extracting data from articles. This is because articles with clearly 

specified research goals/theme are included in the review. Articles that did not have clearly 

defined goal/theme were not included in review.  

Table 8 shows the distribution of research methods in the reviewed studies.  

Table 8 Distribution of research methods across studies 

Research method Number of studies Percentage 

Case studies 35 76 

Experiments 3 7 

Surveys 4 8 

Lessons learned 4 8 

 

 

6.1.3 Research context 

Studies are classified as either Industry or Academia based on the study setting for the 

empirical evaluations. Evaluations (giving positive results) performed in industrial setting 

increase the possibility of technology transfer to a different industry setting or context [49]. 

Table 9 shows the distribution of studies based on the property Research context.   

Table 9 Classification of studies based on Research context 

Research context Number of studies Percentage 

Industry 24 52 

Academia 22 48 

  

6.1.4 Scale of empirical evaluation 

The scale of the applications used in the empirical evaluation affects the evidence produced 

by the evaluations [49]. Studies are classified based on the applications scale in the 

evaluations. This is extracted by observing the applications used in the evaluations. Three 

types of applications scale are used in the empirical evaluations: toy examples, down-scaled 

real example, and industrial-real applications. Table 10 shows the distributions of 

applications scale utilized in the reported studies.   
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Table 10 Applications scale utilized 

Scale of empirical evaluation Number of studies Percentage 

Industrial-real application 25 54 

Down-scaled real example 11 24 

Toy example 10 22 

 

6.1.5 Subjects 

Subjects in an empirical study will strongly influence the kind of evidence the study can 

report. Subjects are classified as either practitioners or researchers. Table 11 shows the 

number of studies using practitioners and researchers as subjects in the empirical evaluations.  

Table 11 Subjects in the studies reported 

Subjects Number of studies Percentage 

Practitioners 21 46 

Researchers 25 54 

 

As shown in Table 11, more than 25 studies (more than 54%) involved researchers as 

subjects in empirical evaluations. Studies that involved students as subjects are counted as 

belonging to the researcher category. According to the technology transfer model [78], 

adoption of a certain technology first involves piloting a technology in industry, i.e. in a real 

setting involving practitioners. For this reason, the property ―subjects‖ has two 

classifications: practitioners and non-practitioners. A possible reason for such a high number 

of studies involving researchers as subjects in the empirical evaluations is that it is difficult to 

get permissions to pilot a technology in industry. In addition, the time and cost needed when 

introducing new technologies in industry is high. This problem was also observed by Ivarsson 

[49]. Another possible reason for high number of studies involving researchers as subjects is 

the need to validate a technology in an academic setting before trying to convince 

practitioners of the benefits.  

21 (46%) studies involved practitioners as subjects in the evaluations. However, it should be 

noted that majority of the studies did not give any information on the subjects or just have a 

brief introduction of who the subjects were. The property Subjects often had to be inferred 

from the studies by carefully going through the research methods sections. In cases where the 

researchers themselves were employed in industry, the property ―subjects‖ was marked as 

practitioners. Also, some studies were a result of close cooperation with industry involving 

both researchers and practitioners as subjects. In such cases the property was marked as 

practitioners.  

6.1.6 Quality scores of studies 

Properties 2-4 are used to give a quality score to each of the studies reported in the review. 

Quality scores are generated using the rules in Table 5. In order to get an over-all score, we 

used a combination of the properties 2 - 4 (context described, study design and validity 
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discussed). This is done by adding the individual scores of the properties for each study. 

Table 12 gives an overview of the quality scores of the reported studies.   

Table 12 Overview of quality scores of studies  

Quality 

score 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 Total  

Number 

of 

studies 

4 3 5 11 12 5 6 46  

 

Of the total 46 studies reviewed, only 6 studies (13%) scored 6, i.e. full score. 10 % of the 

studies scored 5. It can be observed that general quality of the reviewed studies is low with a 

mean of 3.7, mode 4 and median 3.5. An overview of quality scores achieved by individual 

properties (properties 2-4) is given in Table 13.  

Table 13 Overview of quality scores of data extraction properties contributing to study 

quality 

Property 0  (weak) 1 (medium) 2 (strong)  

Context 

described 

5 11 30 mean = 1.5, 

mode = 2, 

median = 2 

Study design 6 19 21 mean = 1.3, 

mode = 2, 

median = 1 

Validity 

discussed 

29 11 6 mean = 0.5, 

mode = 0, 

median = 0 

 

6.1.7 Classification of technologies  

Studies are classified based on the presented technologies. These classifications are: methods, 

techniques, software engineering tools, framework/model/process, and approach/prototype. 

Several studies did not present technology per se. Instead they used empirical methods to 

investigate a phenomenon. Such studies are classified as investigations. Figure 6 gives an 

overview of the studies and technologies presented. Apart from investigations the presented 

technologies are divided into five categories: Approaches/Processes, Techniques, Tools, 

Methods and Frameworks/Models. The following definitions are used for these 

classifications: 

 Processes if the technology presented a sequence of steps, or a procedure/approach or 

a framework to perform a certain task(s) for a given purpose(s), or if it is explicitly 

mentioned in the article.  

 Techniques if it is explicitly mentioned in the article. 
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 Tools if the articles describe software artefacts that aid in software development 

activities. 

 Methods if the article explicitly mentions a ―Method‖, otherwise the technology is 

treated as sequence of steps and thereby classified as a Process.  

 Models/Frameworks if the article explicitly mentions a Models or Framework, or 

defines a set of activities and that requires tailoring to a given set of needs.  

Figure 6 General overview of technologies presented 

 

The classifications are loosely defined. This was done after a preliminary scanning of the 

primary studies. Many of the primary studies explicitly mentioned one of the above 

classifications.  

6.1.8 Process areas discussed 

The thesis reviewed articles that presented evaluated technology focusing on how to handle 

QR in relation to elicitation, prioritization, metrics, specification and testing. Of the 46 

studies, elicitation was addressed in 18 studies, prioritization in 11 studies, 13 addressed 

metrics. 15 studies addressed specification and testing.   

Table 14 General overview of process areas addressed in the reported studies 

Process area 

addressed 

Research context = 

industry 

Research context = 

academia 

Total studies 

Elicitation [3], [4], [5], [9], [13], 

[17], [35], [41], [42], 

[45], [46] 

[6], [11], [14], [16], 

[22], [24], [36] 

18 

Prioritization [2], [8], [13], [25], 

[28], [34], [41], [42], 

[44] 

[14] 11 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

Investigations

Frameworks

Methods

Tools

Techniques

Approaches
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Metrics [2], [23], [25], [28], 

[29], [32], [35] 

[12], [16], [22], [24], 

[30], [37] 

13 

Specification [17], [23], [34], [35], 

[42], [46] 

[7], [15], [16], [19], 

[20], [21], [22], [24], 

[27], [31], [40] 

17 

Testing [1], [17], [18], [23], 

[26], [28], [29], [43] 

[10], [19], [20], [33], 

[37], [38], [39] 

15 

 

A general overview of which studies discuss which process area and have which research 

context is given in Table 14. Note that several studies address more than one process area.    

 

6.2 Views on QR selection (RQ 1.1) 

The purpose of the research question RQ1.1 - ―What are the most selected/opted QR?‖ was to 

identify views and attitudes towards incorporating QR into software. Overall, 6 studies 

reported findings in relation to RQ1.1. Table 15 gives an overview of the relevant findings - 

the research context or setting of the study, the research method used and the subjects of the 

study.   

Table 15 General overview of studies reporting views and attitudes towards QR  

Study description Application 

(name/domain) 

reported 

Reference 

 The six software quality characteristics and 32 

quality sub-characteristics of the Extended ISO 

model are used as a basis for identifying key 

quality characteristics for intranet applications.  

Intranet 

applications 

[2] 

 A web survey of software architects used to identify 

the most influential types of QR. 

N/A [8] 

 A survey of software engineers in a company to 

identify important characteristics of two different 

products based on ranks using ISO 9126-2 quality 

model.  

N/A [28] 

 Interviews of five project leaders and five product 

managers from five companies identifying the most 

important quality aspects 

Embedded systems [41] 

 Survey of software architects and system designers 

to identify the views on implementing QR for 

software platforms 

Embedded systems [44] 

 

Views and attitudes of practitioners towards QR have been observed in five studies (Table 

15). Study [8] reports from a survey conducted with the purpose of identifying how architects 

consider QR and what the most influential types of QR are in their daily work. The types of 

QR that are considered most important are efficiency, maintainability, reusability, reliability 
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and usability. Only 57% of the survey respondents (of 60 responses) use QR to make 

architectural and technical decisions. Although the survey sheds some light on the most 

important QR as conceived by architects, software products and domains for which the 

identified QR are perceived as the most important are not mentioned.  

Leung [2] performed a survey to identify the key QR for intranet applications. The extended 

ISO quality model [89] was used as a survey instrument for deriving quality characteristics 

and sub-characteristics. The six quality characteristics and the thirty two sub-characteristics 

were ranked. The results of the survey show that the three most important quality 

characteristics are reliability, functionality and efficiency. Five sub-characteristics were 

found to be important for intranet applications - namely availability, accuracy, security, 

suitability and time behaviour, with availability ranked first and suitability last. The mapping 

of sub-characteristics to their corresponding quality characteristics shows that availability is 

considered the most important reliability attributes, time behaviour the most important 

efficiency attribute while accuracy, security and suitability are considered the most important 

functionality attributes.  

Sibisi and Waveren proposed a framework to customize software quality models to the 

product needs [28]. They applied the framework in a real working environment and validated 

it. To customize ISO/IEC 9126 to the needs of the company UEC Technologies, they 

conducted a survey with ten software engineers to identify the important quality 

characteristics for two products (details of the products are not mentioned for the reasons of 

confidentiality) [28]. Six quality characteristics were chosen for the study - functionality, 

maintainability, reliability, portability, usability, and efficiency. The order of importance for 

the quality characteristics were observed for both products. The order of importance of 

quality characteristics for the products is the following: Product X - functionality, efficiency, 

reliability, usability, portability and maintainability, Product Y - functionality, reliability, 

usability, efficiency, maintainability and portability. The level of importance for the same 

quality characteristic is not same for the products X and Y. For example, efficiency is rated 

higher for, while maintainability is considered to be less important for the product X. A 

framework suggested in the study [28] can be used as a guide when customizing the quality 

model.  

The studies [41, 44] report survey results from practitioners developing embedded systems. 

Svensson et al. [41] explore the views of project leaders and product managers on types of 

QR. Usability and performance were considered to be the two most important QR for 

implementation of control and telecom systems. The priorities of project leaders and product 

mangers in selecting types of QR differed. The priorities of project leaders were found to be 

usability followed by performance, compliance and flexibility, while product managers 

considered performance as the most important type of QR followed by usability and security.  

Johansson et al. [44] conducted a survey in two organizations (B and C) to identify the views 

of software architects and system designers on QR. The organizations are large and develop 

embedded systems for telecom industry. In organization B, architects and designers consider 

reliability to be the most important quality aspect. The order of priority of quality aspects in 
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organization B is maintainability, reusability, functionality, usability and functionality. The 

observed order of priorities in the case of organization C was reliability, functionality, 

maintainability, reusability, usability and efficiency. The differences in the priorities can be 

found from the survey results. Although there are differences in the priorities, functionality, 

maintainability and reliability were considered to be the most important quality aspects to 

include in the products by architects and designers.      

 

 

 

6.3 Technologies and themes addressed for QR in relation to elicitation, prioritization, 

specification, metrics and testing (RQ 1.2) 

The purpose of this RQ was to identify the technologies presented for QR in relation to the 

five process areas. As observed in Table 14, several studies address more than one process 

area. For example, the study by [16] addresses three process areas: elicitation, specification 

and metrics. To give a better analysis of the process areas addressed and technologies 

presented, the author identified 16 combinations of process areas addressed among the 46 

studies reviewed. Table 16 gives an overview of the process areas and the 6 identified 

categories of the technologies presented.  

 

 

Table 16 Overview of technologies evaluated to address process areas  

ID Process areas 

A
p
p
ro

ac
h

es
 

(A
) 

T
ec

h
n
iq

u
es

 

(B
) 

T
o
o
ls

 (
C

) 

M
et

h
o
d
s 

(D
) 

F
ra

m
ew

o
rk

s/

m
o
d
el

s 
(E

) 

In
v
es

ti
g
at

io
n
s 

(F
) 

1 Elicitation [4], [31] - - [5], [6], 

[45] 

[3], [9], 

[11], [36] 

- 

2 Prioritization - - - [34] - [8], [44] 

3 Specification - [27] - [21], [40] [7], [15] - 

4 Metrics [12] - - - - [32] 

5 Testing [18], [38], 

[39], [43] 

- [10] [33] - [1], [26] 

6 Elicitation & 

prioritization 

- - - [13], [14] - [41] 

7 Elicitation 

&specification 

- - - [46] - - 

8 Prioritization & 

metrics 

- - - - [25] [2] 
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9 Metrics & 

specification 

[30] - - - - - 

10 Metrics & 

testing 

- - [29] [37] - - 

11 Specification & 

testing 

[19], [20] - - - - - 

12 Elicitation, 

prioritization & 

specification 

- - - [42] - - 

13 Elicitation, 

specification & 

metrics 

- - [22] [24] [16], [35] - 

14 Elicitation, 

specification 

& metrics 

- - - - [17] - 

15 Metrics, 

specification, 

& testing 

- [23] - - - - 

16 Metrics, 

prioritization 

& testing 

- - - - [28] - 

 

Analysis: A plethora of technologies has been evaluated in relation to the QR process areas. 

For example, the review identified 12 methods that were empirically evaluated to address the 

16 combinations of process areas, (see Table 16). From Table 16 we observe that there is 

considerably few tools (3 studies out of 46) evaluated to address QR. To give a better look at 

the technologies and process areas, the properties 5, 7, 9 and 10 are combined for each 

process area to identify the extent to which each process area has been addressed. The results 

are presented in Tables 17-33. The technologies presented are marked by letters 

corresponding to their representations in Table 16. The following representations are used: A: 

Approaches, B: Techniques, C: Tools, D: Frameworks/Models, E: Investigations.  

  

Table 17 Objective analysis of technologies addressing elicitation 

Study Research 

context 

Scale of 

empirical 

evaluation 

QR addressed Product 

domain/type of 

feature 

Technology 

presented 

[4] Industry Industrial-

real 

General Factory process 

controlling system 

ATAM 

[31] Academia Down-scaled  Scalability Enterprise system GORE 

[5] Industry Down-scaled General Home automation 

system (HAS) 

SHIRA 

[6] Academia Down-scaled Dependability, 

usability, 

reusability, 

performance 

student projects: 

digital library 

systems 

WinWin 

A 

D 
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[45] Industry Industrial-

real 

General Data base system 

 

 

 

MOQARE 

[3] Industry Industrial-

real 

General Information system 

for a clinical 

analysis laboratory 

Framework to 

integrate QR 

into ER and OO 

models 
[9] Industry Industrial-

real 

General Information system 
for clinical analysis 
laboratory 

Framework to 

elicit QR and 

trace them to 

functional 

requirements 

[11] Academia Down-scaled  General Aircraft simulation 

system 

REF 

[36] Academia Down-scaled Software 

safety 

Road traffic control 

system 

 

Framework for 

software safety 

 

   Table 18 Objective analysis of technologies addressing prioritization 

Study Research 

context 

Scale of 

empirical 

evaluation 

QR addressed Product 

domain/type of 

feature 

Technology 

presented  

[34] Industry Industrial-real General Vehicle 

consumer 

services interface 

system 

SPUR 

[8] Industry Industrial-real General N/A      - 

[44] Industry Industrial-real Efficiency, functionality, 
reliability, usability, 
reusability, 
maintainability 

Embedded 

system 

     - 

 

Table 19 Objective analysis of technologies addressing specification 

Study Research 

context 

Scale of 

empirical 

evaluation 

QR addressed Product 

domain/type of 

feature 

Technology 

presented  

[27] Academia Toy example General Health watcher 

system 

Aspects based 

[21] Academia Toy example Performance N/A XML-based 

[40] Academia Toy example Usability, 

security, 

performance 

Web-base 

information 

system 

Extension of 

PLUS 

[7] Academia Down-scaled Response 

time, security 

Toll collection 

system  

Model to specify 

quality attributes 

[15] Academia Toy example Scalability,  

security 

Online bookstore 

application 

Goal-object 

pattern framework 

E 

F 

D 

B 

D 

E 

E 
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            Table 19 (continued)   

Table 20 Objective analysis of technologies addressing metrics   

Study Research 

context 

Scale of 

empirical 

evaluation 

QR addressed Product 

domain/type 

of feature 

Technology 

presented  

[12] Academia Toy example General Open source 

procedural 

systems 

Strategy to 

incorporate QR 

in software 

migration 

process 

[32] Industry Industrial-real Performance Real-time 

embedded 

control 

system 

- 

 

Table 21 Objective analysis of technologies addressing testing   

Study Research 

context 

Scale of 

empirical 

evaluation 

QR addressed Product 

domain/type of 

feature 

Technology 

presented  

[38] Academia Down-

scaled 

Usability Ticketing 

system 

Prototype and 

usability test 

[39] Academia Down-

scaled  

Security Shopping cart 

application 

Security testing 

approach 

[43] Industry Industrial-

real 

Performance Client/server 

transaction 

processing 

application 

Software 

performance 

testing approach 

[18] Industry Industrial-

real 

Usability Web-service 

application 

―Wizard of Oz‖ 

using a paper 

prototype 

approach      

[10] Academia Down-

scaled 

Reliability Military frigate 

combat system 

Tool to validate 

system QR 

[33] Academia Industrial-

real 

General Web-browser Quality 

spectrum based 

method 

      

[1] Industry Industrial-

real 

Usability Automated file 

synchronization 

system 

         - 

      

[26] Industry Industrial-

real 

Security 

(confidentiality, 

integrity, 

availability) 

Telecommunic

ation system 

      - 

 

A 

F 

C 

A 

D 

F 

A 
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Table 22 Objective analysis of technologies addressing elicitation & prioritization  

Study Research 

context 

Scale of 

empirical 

evaluation 

QR addressed Product 

domain/type of 

feature 

Technology 

presented  

[13] Industry Industrial-

real 

Security, 

Efficiency, 

Reliability 

Web-based 

geographical 

information 

system (GIS) 

Systematic, 

experience-

based method 

[14] Academia Industrial-

real 

Security Asset 

management 

system (AMS) 

SQUARE 

[41] Industry Industrial-

real 

General Embedded 

system 

- 

 

Table 23 Objective analysis of technologies addressing elicitation & specification  

Study Research 

context 

Scale of 

empirical 

evaluation 

QR 

addressed 

Product 

domain/type of 

feature 

Technology 

presented  

[46] Industry Industrial-

real 

Security Internet protocol 

television (IPTV) 

SecReq 

 

 

Table 24 Objective analysis of technologies addressing prioritization & metrics  

Study Research 

context 

Scale of 

empirical 

evaluation 

QR addressed Product 

domain/type of 

feature 

Technology 

presented  

[25] Industry Industrial-

real 

Interoperability, 

usability, security, 

reliability 

Mobile handset QUPER 

[2] Industry Industrial-

real 

Efficiency, 

availability, 

accuracy, security, 

suitability 

Intranet 

applications 

      - 

 

Table 25 Objective analysis of technologies addressing metrics & specification  

Study Research 

context 

Scale of 

empirical 

evaluation 

QR addressed Product 

domain/type of 

feature 

Technology 

presented  

[30] Academia Toy 

example  

Reliability, 

scalability, 

performance 

Caching service 

example  

UML based 

approach 

 

D 

F 

D 

A 

E 

F 
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Table 26 Objective analysis of technologies addressing metrics & testing  

Study Research 

context 

Scale of 

empirical 

evaluation 

QR addressed Product 

domain/type of 

feature 

Technology 

presented  

[29] Industry Industrial-

real 

Usability Telecom - mobile Tool to 

measure user 

experience 

[37] Academia Toy 

example 

efficiency, 

availability, 

accuracy, 

security, 

suitability 

Video conference 

system 

Quantified 

dependability 

analysis model 

framing 

method 

 

Table 27 Objective analysis of technologies addressing specification & testing 

Study Research 

context 

Scale of 

empirical 

evaluation 

QR addressed Product 

domain/type of 

feature 

Technology 

presented  

[19] Academia Toy 

example 

Quality 

information 

Cancer 

registration 

system 

NFR 

framework 

based approach 

[20] Academia Toy 

example 

Security Email client Testing 

approach of 

component 

security 

 

Table 28 Objective analysis of technologies addressing elicitation, prioritization & 

specification 

Study Research 

context 

Scale of 

empirical 

evaluation 

QR addressed Product 

domain/type 

of feature 

Technology 

presented  

[42] Industry Industrial-

real  

General N/A  Lightweight method 

to elicit, analyze 

quality goals 

Table 29 Objective analysis of technologies addressing elicitation, specification & metrics 

Study Research 

context 

Scale of 

empirical 

evaluation 

QR addressed Product 

domain/type of 

feature 

Technology 

presented  

[22] Academia Toy 

example 

Efficiency, time 

behaviour 

University web 

development 

ElicitiO 

[24] Academia Toy 

example 

Performance 
Reliability 

DiSep case 

example 

QRF 

[16] Academia Down-

scaled 

Dependability Tactical 

separation 

assisted flight 

Framework for 

eliciting and 

modeling 

C 

D 

A 

D 

C 

D 

E 
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environment 

(TSAFE) 

dependability 

requirements 

[35] Industry Industrial Performance, 
utility 

Mobile 

application 

QUPER model 

 

Table 30 Objective analysis of technologies addressing elicitation, specification & testing 

Study Research 

context 

Scale of 

empirical 

evaluation 

QR addressed Product 

domain/type of 

feature 

Technology 

presented  

[17] Industry Industrial-

real  

Performance Mission-critical 

software in 

retail industry  

PREM 

 

Table 31 Objective analysis of technologies addressing Metrics, specification, & testing 

Study Research 

context 

Scale of 

empirical 

evaluation 

QR addressed Product 

domain/type of 

feature 

Technology 

presented  

[23] Industry Industrial-

real  

Performance 

(execution 

time, latency) 

System for 

quality 

verification of 

mobile phones  

Aspect 

oriented 

techniques for 

testing QR 

 

Table 32 Objective analysis of technologies addressing metrics, prioritization & testing 

Study Research 

context 

Scale of 

empirical 

evaluation 

QR addressed Product 

domain/type of 

feature 

Technology 

presented  

[28] Industry Industrial-

real  

Reliability, 

usability 

Mission-critical 

software in 

retail industry  

Framework to 

customize 

quality models 

 

As mentioned earlier, a total of 16 combinations of process areas have been observed in the 

reported studies. 24 studies have been evaluated in an industrial context and 25 studies 

utilized industrial applications. A variety of applications have been observed. Embedded 

systems (mobile phones) have received more attention than other types of software products 

like business-critical systems. The review identified 23 studies that evaluated technologies in 

industrial context utilizing industrial applications [1, 3, 4, 8, 9, 13, 17, 18, 23, 25, 28, 29, 32, 

34, 35, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 46]. Of these 23 studies 8 studies [1, 2, 8, 18, 26, 32, 41, 44] are 

primarily investigative in nature. That is, these studies were investigating or exploring a 

phenomenon – e.g. study [41] investigated how QR are handled in practice and various 

challenges involved in specifying measurable requirements. The QUPER model has been 

reported in two studies [25, 35]. The QUPER model is currently being used in industry to 

elaborate quality aspects of the product and defining quality levels that should be present in 

E 

B 

E 
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the product. A lightweight method [42] adapted QUPER model to elicit, analyze, and specify 

quality goals.  

 

 

6.4 Current state of evaluation of RE for QR (RQ2): 

The purpose of this research question was to assess the state of evaluation of technologies in 

relation to QR. The evaluation is done by assessing the realism of the studies. The realism 

score is found by combining the scores for research methods, research context, subjects 

involved in the evaluation and the scale of application used for the evaluation itself [49]. The 

idea of assessing the realism is inspired by [49]. Tables 8- 11 are combined and the result is 

shown below in Table 33. The combination is achieved by combining the properties Research 

method, Research context, Subjects, Scale of evaluations and the number of studies for each 

combination of these properties.   

Table 33 Realism offered by the studies  

Research method Research context   Subjects Scale of evaluation # of studies 

Case study Industry Practitioners Industrial-real 10 

Experiment Industry Practitioners Industrial-real 1 

Survey Industry Practitioners Industrial-real 4 

Lessons learned Industry Practitioners Industrial-real 4 

Case study Industry Practitioners Down-scaled 1 

Case study Industry Researchers Industrial-real 4 

Case study Academia Researchers Down-scaled 8 

Case study Academia Researchers Industrial-real 2 

Experiment Academia Researchers Down-scaled 2 

Case study Academia Researchers Toy example 9 

Case study Academia Practitioners Toy example 1 

  

Analysis: All in all 11 combinations can be found by combining research methods, research 

context, subjects involved in the evaluation and the scale of application used for the 

evaluation. As shown in the table above, 41% of the studies (19 out of 46) were conducted in 

industry and by practitioners or involving practitioners as subjects and using an industrial 

application.  This result is encouraging in terms of evaluations offering realism. This also 

means that more evaluations need to be performed in realistic settings so that they can give a 

realistic picture, i.e. use of technologies in industry context and thereby offer decision support 

in technology adoption to practitioners.   

As many as 60% of the studies do not offer the realism needed from a technology transfer 

perspective. Of the 35 case studies presented in the review, only 10 (28%) have a high degree 

of realism. Four studies reported ―lessons learned‖ from industry experiences. Of the 25 

studies performed by researchers, 6 studies utilized an industrial application. This means that 

the rest of the studies were performed either on down-scaled applications or on toy examples.  

41% 
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This result is not encouraging in the sense only six studies out of 25 (24%) performed by 

researchers have used an industrial application. This further implies that practitioners who 

would like to adopt technologies evaluated by researchers are limited by the number of 

studies and evaluations in realistic settings. Practitioners are limited by the scientific rigor 

found in the studies (See Table 12).   

 

 

6.5 Strength of evidence (RQ3): 

For  technology  transfer  and  adoption,  strength  of  the  evidence  of  the  studies  must  be 

evaluated. The reason for this is that studies with strong evidence are good sources of 

information when building confidence to the information needed when adopting a method or 

technology in a particular industrial setting. Thus our review identifies the strength of 

evidence available by adopting the methodology followed in Ivarsson [49]. To identify the 

extent to which a study has been described, empirical evaluations with high degree of realism 

(See Table 33) are combined with the properties 2-4 (context described, study design, and 

validity discussed). To support technology transfer, evaluations should provide a realistic 

picture so that results produced in a realistic setting can be transferred to a new industrial 

setting. Table 34 gives an overview of studies that use industrial applications for evaluations. 

Realistic evaluations require studies conducted in industrial settings, using practitioners as 

subjects and utilizing industrial applications [49]. On the other hand, studies conducted in a 

laboratory setting, for e.g. in a research laboratory by a researcher often exercise a high level 

of control and the setting itself is artificial and therefore lack. Such studies are also important 

and have their own advantages. For example, results of evaluations in research laboratories 

can identify what should later be evaluated in an industrial setting.  

Table 34 Studies utilizing industrial applications 

ID Research methods Research context Subjects # of studies 

A Case studies, experiment, 

lessons learned 

Industry Practitioners 15 

B Surveys Industry Practitioners 4 

C Case studies Industry Researchers 4 

D Case studies Academia Researchers 2 

 

The studies presented in the review are classified as dynamic evaluations in industry, static 

evaluations in industry and evaluations in academia (adapted from [49]). For our purpose, 

only studies using industrial applications are considered. Dynamic evaluations are either case 

studies, experiments or lessons learned in industrial context. Studies that are observations, for 

example surveys are classified as static evaluations in industry. As shown in Table 34, there 

are two (ID D, Table 33) evaluations in academia, eight static evaluations in industry (ID B + 

ID C, Table 33) and 15 dynamic evaluations in industry (ID A, Table 33). Of the 46 studies, 
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33% studies are dynamic evaluations in industry. This number is encouraging in terms of 

evaluations of technologies related to QR.  

Next, to evaluate the strength of evidence, studies that offer high degree of realism are 

analyzed. By combining the properties 2 - 4 (Context described, Study design and Validity 

discussed) we can identify the extent to which contexts of the evaluations, design of the 

evaluations and their validity have been described in the reporting studies. These three 

properties are combined (See Table 35 below) and the research rigour found in the 

evaluations reported in the studies is quantitatively assessed as Quality scores. Table 35 

shows the scores for research rigour for the papers reporting dynamic evaluations in industry.  

Table 35 Research rigour for papers reporting dynamic evaluations in industry 

Context 

described 

Study design Validity 

discussed 

Quality 

scores 

Studies # of studies 

Strong Strong Strong 6 [42] 1 

Strong Strong Medium 5 [2], [13], 

[18] 

3 

Strong Strong Weak 4 [3], [25], 

[32], [43] 

4 

Strong Medium Weak 3 [1], [29], 

[34], [4] 

4 

Medium Medium Weak 2 [17], [35] 2 

Weak Medium Weak 1 [45] 1 

 

As the table above shows, only one study out of the 15 dynamic evaluations in industry have 

high scientific rigour. In addition, three studies obtained a score of 5. This means that only 

four out of 46 studies (9%) contain strong evidence for the effect of the use of technologies in 

relation to QR and, at the same time offer a high degree of realism. Table 36 shows the 

scores for research rigour found in studies reporting static evaluations performed in industry 

and evaluations in academia utilizing industrial applications.  

Table 36 Static evaluations in industry and evaluations in academia utilizing industrial 

applications 

Research 

context 

Context 

described 

Study 

design 

Validity 

discussed 

Quality 

scores 

Studies # of 

studies 

Industry Strong Strong Strong 6 [23], [41], 

[44] 

3 

Industry Strong Strong Medium 5 [46] 1 

Industry Strong Strong Weak 4 [9] 1 

Industry Medium Medium Medium 3 [8] 1 

Industry Medium Medium Weak 2 [28] 1 

Industry Medium Weak Weak 1 [26] 1 

Academia Strong Strong Strong 6 [14] 1 

Academia Medium Medium Medium 3 [33] 1 
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As seen from the above table (Table 36), four studies obtained a quality score of 6 and one 

study a score of 5. Thus, half the studies (five studies out of ten) have strong evidence – see 

Table 36. From Tables 35 and 36, the review identified only nine studies offer strong 

evidence on the use of technologies in relation to QR.  

Analysis: The number of dynamic evaluations in industry with a high degree of scientific 

rigour is small (four studies). The investigation, however, identified five more studies with a 

high scientific rigour. These studies used industrial applications and thus provide important 

material on technologies involving QR. Table 37 shows the findings from the studies.  

 

Table 37 Findings of studies with a high degree of scientific rigour 

Study Process area 

addressed 

Quality 

score 

Summary/Findings 

[42] Elicitation, 

prioritization 

& 

specification 

6 The paper presents a lightweight method that gathers 

relevant stakeholders to elicit, prioritize and elaborate the 

quality of a software product using quality indicators. 

The method is adapted from QUPER model [25, 35]. The 

method has been implemented in four companies. The 

method uses brainstorming and yellow stickers for 

elicitation. Yellow stickers pasted on walls are used to 

add new ideas for incorporation into QR. Quality goals 

are written on the yellow stickers with a brief 

description. All quality goals that are written are 

discussed in a workshop session. In the workshop 

session, the ISO 9126 quality model is used as a 

checklist to further elaborate and prioritize quality goals 

(or QR). QR are prioritized through voting. Voting is 

done from the viewpoints of importance of QR for the 

product. The collection of viewpoints thus generates a 

holistic view. There are several reasons for this. First, the 

elaborated QR that receives the maximum votes is the 

most important quality aspect of the product and receives 

highest priority. Second, viewpoints of all the 

participants are considered. Third, the participants are 

asked to consider their viewpoints so that all the elicited 

QRs are considered during prioritization and voting is 

done publicly. The findings of the method are: 1) It is 

better to set quality goals for a product first and then 

elaborate for project processes. 

2) The use of ISO 9126 as a checklist for the identified 

quality goals is not necessary.  

3) Identification of quality indicators is useful.  

4) Prioritization and conceiving measures for quality 

indicators are challenging tasks.  

The method was developed to fill the need for a 

lightweight and practical method. The authors point out 

that other methods [9, 13, 45] for elicitation and 
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specification are complex in nature and are not practical. 

All in all the method offering elicitation and prioritizing 

practices was found to be promising. The method can 

improve in developing competence and knowledge 

building. For example, workshop sessions and 

brainstorming can foster product related QR 

development and experience-based knowledge can be 

utilized in the subsequent projects.  

 

The name of the product used for evaluation was kept 

anonymous. However, the method was applied in four 

companies with each having at least a dozens of 

customers. The method can be tailored to software 

products in different domains.   

[2] Prioritization 

& metrics 

5 The paper presents a survey where key quality 

characteristics for intranet applications (reliability, 

functionality and efficiency) are identified. The authors 

developed three quality metrics: Availability, Failure rate 

and Normalized failure rate. The validity and usefulness 

of the metrics were evaluated in an experiment by 

applying them to five in-house intranet applications. The 

metrics were found to be useful, practical and 

economical for measuring the quality of intranet 

applications. It is economical in the sense that a small 

effort is needed for deriving measures and the cost of 

obtaining the metrics is low. Specifically, the metrics 

provided means to measure the quality of the 

applications and can be used as a basis for improvement 

in the development of intranet applications.  

[13] Elicitation & 

prioritization  

5 The paper presents an experience based method to elicit, 

document, and analyze QR. The method uses workshops 

to capture QR and questionnaires to prioritize. The 

method is implemented in an industrial setting. ISO 9126 

and IEEE quality standard 830-1998 were used as quality 

reference models. It is found that collaborative 

workshops and the use of quality models could be used 

to define the requirements granularity. The method 

requires the specification of functional requirements in 

the form of use cases. The findings of the study are that 

the experts needed to spend more time on developing use 

cases for requirements and analyzing but there was a 

positive return on the invested time. The benefit of the 

method is improved communication and definition of 

common ground as a basis for deriving QR. All in all the 

method was found to be promising for use during the 

elicitation process. 

[18] Testing 5 The paper presents experiences from usability testing 

using ―wizard of Oz‖ testing based on a paper prototype 

in a project using XP. Usability story boards were 

developed as a means for collaboration with the end user. 
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Usability testing turned out to be of far greater value than 

anticipated. The following benefits were observed: 

1) Usability testing gave a tangible vision of what the 

project needed to achieve. 

2) End users were used as subjects for the usability test 

and this helped the development team to get an idea of 

what exactly is delivered as prototypes. In addition, the 

scenarios give frequent interaction with the end users.  

3) Increased end user acceptance. 

4) The project was delivered on time.  

To track the business progress the project used burn-

down charts. The paper concluded that usability testing 

using ―Wizard of Oz‖ testing based on paper prototype 

and user stories did not require formal training. Only 

common sense and domain experience was needed.  

 

[14] Elicitation & 

prioritization 

6 The paper presents a method for elicitation and 

prioritization of security requirements (SQUARE). The 

method was examined in two case studies and was found 

to be useful for understanding security requirements. The 

SQUARE model consists of nine steps. Performing risk 

assessment of the elicited requirements is an integral part 

of the method. The method has been implemented in an 

organization. The details of the organization are kept 

anonymous. The method shows promising results in 

helping the company in addressing security requirements. 

Based on an industry implementation, changes were 

proposed to the method. SQUARE method and 

implementation have been described in [90]. Security 

requirements are documented using a custom made 

template. Details of the security goals are captured using 

―misuse cases‖. Prioritization is done by assigning 

priority levels to the elicited misuse cases by individual 

team members and comparing the average of the team‘s 

priority levels and those of the client. 

[23] Metrics, 

specification 

& testing 

6 The paper presents an assessment of aspect-oriented 

techniques for testing QR. The methodology involves 

identifying system characteristics to be tested with 

aspects followed by a description on how to derive test 

objectives. Cross-cutting system characteristics (QR) and 

constraints on the system are specified using natural 

language. From the test objectives, we can formulate test 

aspects. Test aspects describe the system concerns that 

are covered - e.g. supervising memory consumption to 

track performance issues. This resulted in an increase in 

the overall test coverage. A lack of tool support for 

aspect-oriented extensions and final code instrumentation 

in order to weave aspects into the system was observed. 

However, managing test aspects is an easy step compared 

to traditional testing. The ability to identify cross-cutting 
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testability issues was found to be a merit for aspect-

oriented techniques. As the aspects are derived from 

requirements (i.e. QR), treating aspects as architectural 

elements harnessed designing verification, thus ensuring 

a good software architecture.   

[41] Elicitation & 

prioritization 

6 An interview based study to identify how QR are handled 

in practice 

[44] Prioritization 6 The paper presents a survey where QR from the 

perspective of software architects are prioritized. 

[46] Elicitation & 

specification 

5 The paper presents a security requirements elicitation 

approach – SeqReq - that integrates elicitation, 

traceability and analysis activities. The approach 

combines the security standard ISO 14508 Common 

Criteria (CC) [90], the heuristic requirement editor, 

HeRA tool [91] and UML security extension, UMLSec. 

Security concerns are expressed as UML stereotypes. 

Combining the three techniques facilitates tracing and 

mapping of security requirements to design. The 

approach is built on five principles (also described as 

steps): specific, measurable, achievable, realizable and 

traceable.  The approach has been applied and evaluated 

in ETSI using the Internet protocol television (IPTV) 

application. The approach works best when an expert in 

the field of security requirements engineering 

participates in the process. This was attributed to the 

difficulty in identifying security goals and objectives. 

HeRa could, however, not give full coverage for the 

security goals.  There  were also  some  difficulties when 

identifying goals from security  functional  component 

part  of  the  CC standard. Expertise and experience was 

needed here.  However, the reported advantage of the 

approach is its tool support (UMLSeq) that is used for 

tracing from requirements to design and vice versa. 

 

 Only four of the 46 studies reviewed are found to offer strong support that could be used 

as input for a decision on technology transfer. Another five studies are found to be 

promising in terms of research and evaluations based on industrial applications. The 

overall amount of evidence found in the review is low. Only nine studies (two of which 

are investigations offering insights into terms of research directions) are found to offer 

strong support for practitioners.  By assigning quality scores to the individual studies, we 

found that many of the studies are weak in terms of validity. Limitations of the study 

were not discussed and the credibility of the studies is weak. The study design of the 

majority of the studies was not discussed in detail, indicating a lack of a proper set of 

guidelines when implementing the technologies described. That is, the articles do not 

describe the procedures and how the evaluations were conducted. Looking at the 

evaluations one does not get a clear understanding of the factors that influence the 
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implementation of a technology in a real setting. The cause-effect of the factors producing 

a certain result is not known.  

 The nine studies described in Table 37 offer strong decision support material. The process 

areas are well covered and there is a strong focus on solutions offered for elicitation, 

prioritization and specification (see Table 37). Natural language is preferred when 

specifying QR ([14, 42]). The use of UML in specifying QR is also found to be promising 

[46] but there is a need for tool support. 

 

 Testing was found to be a weak spot in handling QR. This result is in line with the 

observation in [41]. The review identified only one study that offers strong evidence that 

could be used for technology transfer, i.e. technologies that can be used for testing QR. 

The paper [18] presents experiences from testing usability in an agile environment. Other 

quality characteristics that received attention and for which there is strong decision 

support material are security [2, 13, 14, 46] and performance [2, 23]. Usability and 

performance requirements are found to be the most important QR [41, 44].  

 

 Among the process areas, elicitation and prioritization have studies that provide good 

decision support material. Other process  areas  lack  strong  evidence  but  nevertheless,  

having  sound  elicitation  and prioritization  practices  and  support  is  a  step  in the 

direction of improving the  state  of  the  art  and industry practices. Elicitation and 

prioritization constitute the first phases in RE. Here there is good decision support for 

elicitation and prioritization but more research effort should be invested in understanding 

real-life industry practices in specifying and testing QR and how QR are measured. It is 

found that the state of the art suffers from insufficient scientific rigour. Thus, it is difficult 

for  practitioners to use the material when they need decision support for the adaptation of 

technologies that can be used to handle QR.  

 

 The use of quality standards like ISO 9126 and IEE standards is found to be a common 

practice. Since there are several viewpoints on QR definitions, using standards give 

support to practitioners in identifying initial quality goals. Brainstorming and voting 

mechanism using viewpoints were found to be a common practice in identifying quality 

goals. 
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7.1 Participant C at company gamma 

As mentioned earlier (Chapter 5.6), three persons agreed to participate in the interviews. The 

questionnaire was sent to the participants via e-mail. However, participant C replied that the 

company develops software products, but the requirements are non-negotiable, coming from 

the customers in the form of an RFQ: Request for proposal. Moreover, the practice of 

identifying and incorporating QR was not handled in a systematic manner and therefore the 

interview questions were not answerable from the perspective of the company‘s RE. In the 

delivered system, the requirements are just marked as compliant or non-complaint to the 

RFQ. Thus, the project team does not have the possibility to influence the requirements.  The 

company therefore has no established process in relation to QR.   

The data from participant C draws attention to a need for further investigation of companies 

where technologies or mechanism that supports incorporating QR are not used. This 

apparently is not due to a lack of technologies but to the way requirements are decided by the 

customer. Thus, the project team is not allowed to negotiate the requirements given by 

customers. For example, customers say they want a system in a certain way and the project 

team has to deliver it. The project team is not allowed to influence or modify the 

requirements.    

7.2 Participant A at company alpha 

Participant A is a requirements engineer working for an organization with more than 14000 

employees. The company develops phone devices, media services, application servers etc. 

The product management is responsible for handling requirements in the company. Persons 

that handle requirements at the company include stakeholders, requirements engineers, 

system analysts, product and project managers and architects. The effort involved in handling 

requirements is large and a special process/approach is used for this. The following steps are 

used in the RE process: 

1. New requirements are provided by stakeholders. 

2. The RE team accepts or rejects new requirements by analyzing the validity and value of 

the requirements together with product and service management, using brainstorming 

sessions.  

3. Accepted requirements are sent to the software architects who suggest high level design 

solution. 

CHAPTER 7 

Industrial interviews results 
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4. The solution is reviewed by product management and accepted or rejected based on the 

architects‘ suggestions.  

5. Rejected solutions are sent back to RE department which keeps on revising the solutions 

until one is accepted. 

6. Accepted solutions are sent to the development team for effort estimation. 

7. A delivery version for the requirements is planned by the product management. 

The RE department of the company considers it an important part of the company when it 

comes to including QR into projects as they define customer satisfaction for new products 

and releases. The company has identified and incorporated more than 20 types of QRs (e.g. 

security and traceability, See Appendix B) in the past.   

QR are prioritized based on the customer business case and aims at profit maximization and 

cost minimization associated with QR. However, it is a common practice to ignore or forget 

the elicited QR during the development. They are not considered for further development and 

are thus not present in the final product. The reason for this is time limitations, overload from 

errors and work related to handling customer complaints. Changes in requirements are 

implemented and delivered to customers in subsequent releases.  

Specifying QR is found to be challenging to the company since the requirements attached to 

quality characteristics from the customers are abstract. They come in the form of complaints, 

often as a few words or sentences. The complaints are analysed by the RE department and 

product management in collaboration with the customers. Interviews are used for this 

purpose. RE department and product management interview customers to get more details so 

that they can understand the customers‘ problems and business needs.   

The company has no particular way of specifying QR, neither a technique nor a technology is 

used to address the quality specification problems.  The problem of specification is related to 

the type of software products that are developed. The company has a wide variety of products 

in their portfolio and a wide variety of customers. The company lacks a technique that can be 

tailored to specify QR for their projects – partly due to the aforementioned product variation. 

Therefore, QRs are described using natural language even though the need for a better way to 

describe QR has been identified by the company. The challenge of QR specification is 

customer-centric. That is, customers are supposed to specify the QR. It is, however, found 

that customers do not always communicate their business needs in understandable way. The 

RE department and Product management face the problem of understanding customers‘ 

business needs which requires good customer contact and domain knowledge when details 

are needed.  

Surprisingly enough, the participant reports that there are no measures collected for QR. 

Quantification, as reported by the participant, is an estimate of the cost of success/failure 

associated with the implementation of a particular QR. Thus, measurability is associated with 

identifying the value impact of a QR. There seems a clear indication of a practice for 

identifying which of the elicited QR generate value to the customer.  
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There are several challenges when testing QR. Firstly, a lack of testing technologies was 

identified and secondly, providing performance index to the prioritized QR. Performance 

indices are used in the project practices as they give guidelines to testers so that they can 

identify the quality level of QR in the product. Performance indices are used to see if the 

required quality is present in the product. As reported by the interviewee, there is a need for 

techniques that can be used to test QR. Testing is at the present done manually using freeware 

tools.   

It is surprising to find that in this large company there is a clear need for technology transfer. 

The interview report of the company participant is encouraging in the sense that a need for 

new technology evaluation and thereby adoption is identified. At the same time, however, it 

is little discouraging that a large company like Alpha with a large product portfolio is lacking 

technical and technology expertise for handling QR.   

 

7.3 Participant B at company beta 

Participant B is a systems development manager in a small company - less than 50 

employees. The company mainly develops web applications for customers. The participant 

has 30 years of experience in handling requirements. There are three system developers who 

are involved in RE in the company. The RE process is a variant of the Rational Unified 

Process (RUP) where the requirements specification is developed in close cooperation with 

the customers. QR such as accessibility, integrity, presentability, usability, future business 

potential and timeliness tend to be incorporated in almost every project. Some of the elicited 

QRs are not included in the projects, meaning they are dismissed and not implemented. The 

reasons for dismissal of QR, as reported by the participant, are cost and time factor. The 

consequences of incorporating QR tend to be very high in terms of cost and are difficult to 

afford. Some QRs are dismissed/removed because of lack of knowledge and information on 

how to test them – for e.g. lack of knowledge on how to identify the  right amount of quality 

that should be present in the product.  

The customers need be active in the process of selecting candidate QR for incorporation and 

prioritization. The company has, however, no particular or specialized technique for the final 

selection of QR for implementation. The QR specification is, however, developed in 

corporation with customers.  

The QRs are specified using natural language. A value driven approach is used for 

quantification/measurability of QR. That is, a QR is measured by associating it with its value 

to the customer. QR measurement is done by collecting measures which form the basis for 

testing. For example, measures like MTBF and processing time are collected to measure 

Efficiency. Validation of QR is performed by system developers and the results are discussed 

with the customers. However, a large and varied quality related nomenclature (e.g. 

performance, efficiency) is identified as a problem. Specific quality characteristics related 

terms, for example response time and processing time are used instead of the more general 

term efficiency.  
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Validity threats 

 

 
 

 

Four types of validity threats are commonly discussed in literature [82, 83,91]. These are 

Conclusion validity, Internal validity, Construction validity and External validity.   

8.1 Conclusion validity 

Conclusion validity helps to know the factors that can affect the reliability of results and 

conclusion. In relation to SLR, conclusion validity depends on SLR design and execution. In 

SLR design, publication bias is a major threat to study validity. This threat refers to the 

possibility to generalise the results. Four scientific databases are selected as search venues: 

IEEE Explore, ACM Digital Library, SpringerLink and ScienceDirect. These four databases 

are premier venues for literature search and paper retrieval. Papers with research significance 

published in several high quality journals and conference papers are available in these 

databases. In addition, Inspec/Compendex, a reference indexing venue was used to search 

papers from SpringerLink and ScienceDirect.  

In the second phase conducting the systematic search, a manual search was used on both of 

these databases so as to see if papers with relevance to the research questions of the thesis 

had been left out. Only four articles papers were included in this way. The source of papers 

was not limited to a particular set of publishers, authors or conference proceedings. Thus, the 

publication bias was reduced. To reduce the occurrence of errors, or retrieval of irrelevant 

papers caused by the formulation of search strings, categories of keywords were formed 

separately. Search keywords are derived from observation of terminologies identified in a 

large variety of papers on RE.  

Search keywords related to the individual quality characteristics such as usability and 

performance were not included. This was done after a pilot search in which quality 

characteristics terms like usability and performance were included. This resulted in too many 

irrelevant results and therefore quality characteristics terms were dropped from the final 

search string used in the review. This was a necessary trade-off as the trial search gave a high 

number of initial results for review. Most of the results of the trial search were found to be 

irrelevant to the goal of the review. This would have resulted in large amount of extra work 

and have been a difficult task. It is also found that several articles that focused on quality 

characteristics like performance, efficiency have been obtained from the refined search string 

thus raising confidence on the obtained set of primary studies.  

The search string was applied on Title and Abstract. This is because if a papers central theme 

is about a particular technology for QR, it ought to have description in the paper‘s abstract. 

Threats occurring due to the formulation of search string and searching in the databases were 

thus kept at a minimum.  
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Inclusion and exclusion criteria are formulated to select papers relevant to research questions 

and to the overall goal of the thesis. The inclusion and exclusion process was tested at a later 

stage by comparing the results with the papers presented in [49]. As [49] presented articles in 

RE from a technology transfer perspective, this helped us to identify missing papers. Only 

one paper [45] was found in [49]. Data extraction was challenging and if not properly 

controlled could cause several threats. This challenge was attributed to the way technology 

evaluations were presented. Studies describing technologies and evaluations should be 

understandable and contain detailed descriptions of their applicability.  While considering a 

technology for adoption, we need studies that contain a description of a setup consisting of a 

sequence of steps to be followed, thus making a replication of the study possible.    

There can be similar threats to the conclusion validity for industrial interviews stemming 

from the design and execution of the interview questionnaires. In order to cover the 

objectives of the thesis questionnaire, we designed and performed a preliminary testing to 

validate its coverage. This was done by consulting the supervisor and two master thesis 

students in Sweden who had experience in performing industrial interviews.  

The small amount of information collected at the execution level of the interviews can also 

pose a threat to conclusion validity. The initial plan of the interviews was to conduct them as 

telephone interviews. This was, however, changed to an e-mail based data collection due to 

requests from the participants. A face-to-face interview or telephone interview results would 

most likely have resulted in eliciting more information.  

Based on the answers to the first set of questions, a new batch of questions were added and 

sent to the participants so to elicit more information. In this way threat the threat to validity 

due to the way interviews were executed is reduced. Sending new batches of questions 

allowed to elicit information which otherwise could not have been collected.  

8.2 Internal validity 

Internal validity refers to how we establish a casual relationship between treatment and 

outcome when drawing conclusions from the study. The studies reviewed in the thesis 

differed in quality. In a topic like technology adoption, it is essential to find the potential of a 

particular technology for adoption in terms of how they scale to realistic settings. Therefore, 

to identify sound technologies for adoption, a rigorous quality assessment was performed on 

the studies. In order to find promising technologies presented in studies, studies offering 

strong evidence and scientific rigour are identified. In order to identify the strength of 

evidence, the method adopted should be a valid one. In this thesis we adopted the method 

followed by Ivarsson [49]. We found the method applicable to our thesis because of the 

commonalities in Ivarsson‘s work [49] and ours. These commonalities are identifying RE 

technologies, which in our case are focussed on technologies for QR, and finding decision 

support material based on how the evaluations were presented.   

A possible threat to the internal validity is the selection of companies and participants for the 

interviews. Initially this was a challenging task as the author did not have any industrial 

contacts. However, two software development companies were identified through the 
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supervisor. The third company, identified by the author, is a large and well established 

company. The participants who agreed for the interviews have a long experience in software 

development, thus reducing the threats to the validity of the study.  

8.3 Construct validity 

Construct validity refers to the relation between theory and its application. A possible threat 

to construct validity was the exclusion of studies from the review. As the author was the only 

reviewer of the studies, it was not possible to control the validity of data extraction using 

discussions to achieve a consensus or using a statistical test – e.g. kappa tests [92]. The 

results were, however, always communicated to the supervisor for suggestions and 

comments. In order to improve the validity of data analysis and reduce researcher bias a well 

defined review protocol is needed. For this reason we developed the data extraction based on 

earlier SLRs. A strategy that is commonly used in SLR is to have the extracted data cross-

check by several researchers but this could not be done in this thesis. To counter this problem 

and check the consistency of the data extraction, we performed two rounds of data extraction. 

We did not find differences in the extracted data. Thus, we achieved full control over the data 

presented in the articles. We found that the extracted data were consistent, thereby increasing 

the validity of the data analysis. Moreover, only empirical studies or studies with empirical 

evaluation were included. Thus, research papers presenting new technologies and insights 

without empirical evidence were left out. This is not per se a threat to the review, but with 

more empirical evaluations there will be eventually more technologies to review and find 

useful results for practitioners.  

Interviewing a single person will not give complete information of the QR status in the 

company and interviewing several persons from the same company will give a better picture 

of this particular company. The information will, however only describe the reality for a this 

company and therefore not give a broader picture of reality in the industry. In order to avoid 

this threat, participants from several companies were selected for participation in the 

industrial interviews.  

8.4 External validity 

External validity refers to the ability to generalise the findings beyond the actual study. One 

threat to external validity is the analysis of the results from the industrial interviews. As the 

data is collected from only three companies, there are problems with generalizing the results 

to the whole software industry. The choice of participants for industrial interviews was 

limited because of the scope of this research. Therefore, collecting data from more companies 

as part of future work will improve the possibilities for generalizing the results.  

8.5 Overall credibility of the thesis 

To the best of our knowledge our study is the first of its kind in reviewing and finding 

decision support material for QR technologies. The SLR commenced in May, 2010 and by 

then similar studies, or a review on RE research for QR was not published. The threats to 

validity concerning SLR can be classified into the following three: Publication bias, 
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Identification of primary studies and Data extraction. Threat to validity due to Publication 

bias is small. We did not restrict our search to a particular set of journals or conferences, but 

looked in premier search venues that have high quality scientific, peer-reviewed papers.  

In order to decrease the threat stemming from the identification of primary studies, we 

developed our search string by including a large variety of keywords. For example, several 

synonyms for the term ―Quality Requirements‖ were used. After a trial search we excluded 

the search terms for individual QR or quality characteristics like performance, efficiency.  

  

To identify and understand industrial practices we performed industrial interviews. To 

improve the validity of the industrial data, companies from three geographical locations were 

interviewed. This allowed us to sample on a wider scale, thus improving the possibility of 

generalization. A possible threat is that we could not perform telephone interviews. Instead,   

we received answers to the questionnaire via e-mail. We believe telephone interviews could 

fetch much more information relevant to our goal. However, this was not possible due to the 

accessibility of the interviewees. Nevertheless, we believe that the elicited data from the 

companies is important in understanding how QR are handled, thus achieving the objectives 

of this review.  

All in all we believe we handled the threats well, thus improving the validity of the study and 

increasing the amount of confidence we can place on the obtained results, both in the SLR 

and in the industrial interviews.  
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This chapter presents our discussion combining the results of SLR and industrial interviews, 

our conclusions and directions for future work.  

 

9.1 SLR and industrial interviews 

In our SLR we identified 46 studies that reported empirical evaluations of the presented 

technologies. Of these 46 studies seven studies are of an investigative nature. The themes 

addressed by the studies include, among other things, identification of most important QR, 

views of architects‘ on QR, identification of metrics for intranet applications and objectives 

concerning elaboration of security requirements (See Table 7). We mapped the rest of the 

evaluations to the process areas: Elicitation, Prioritization, Specification, Metrics and Testing. 

Of the reviewed 46 studies (39 empirical evaluations and 7 empirical investigations), we 

found only nine evaluations with a high strength of evidence (two of which are empirical 

investigations). These findings are described in Table 37, Chapter 6.5.  

Looking at evaluations reported in these nine studies, five studies address the process area 

Elicitation ([13, 14, 41, 42, 46]), six studies address the process area Prioritization ([2, 13, 14, 

41, 42, 44]), three studies address Specification of QR ([23, 42, 46]) while two studies 

addressing Metrics ([2, 23]) and two addressed Testing ([18, 23]). Looking at the number of 

studies addressing each process area, there is a higher number of studies with high strength of 

evidence on Elicitation and Prioritization while there are just a few studies on Metrics and 

Testing (two studies each).  

Looking at the responses from the participants in the industrial interviews, we found no use 

of existing technologies (methods, techniques, models or frameworks) to handle QR. Possible 

reasons for this can be lack of management support, lack of possibilities for negotiations in 

requirements elicitation, lack of knowledge and organizational factors that include budget and 

time constraints.  

The overall observations of our SLR and industrial interviews are summarized below.    

 In our SLR we identified a plethora of technologies that have been empirically 

evaluated in academic and industry setting. A common observation in many of the 

evaluations is a lack of realism. Many evaluations were not performed on industrial 

examples. That is, many of the evaluations were not performed in realistic settings, 

i.e. using industrial applications and practitioners as the subjects of the evaluations. 

Lack of realism can hamper the adoption of the technology. This is because when 

considering a technology for industrial practice, factors concerning the actual use and 

usability, i.e. possible benefits and limitations and applicability must be evaluated. 

Thus, we need to perform evaluations in realistic settings. We identified only six 

studies that scale to realistic settings and another eight studies that were performed by 
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researchers and using industrial applications. Although fourteen evaluations used 

industrial applications, only nine studies demonstrated high scientific rigour. 

Scientific rigour is the extent to which an evaluation is described, i.e. context of the 

evaluations, how the evaluation is designed and conducted, and describing how valid 

the evaluation is, possible benefits and limitations. These factors demonstrate how 

valid a technology is for technology adoption.   

 Customer influence/power is an important factor in deciding how RE is practised – 

e.g. QR - and for deciding technology adoption. For example, we observed customer 

influence on RE practices at company Gamma. The project team at company Gamma 

does not have the possibility of influencing the requirements. Generally customers 

give an overview of what they want in the product. It works as a contract – we want 

these particular set of requirements in the product, otherwise we go elsewhere. Failure 

to deliver customers‘ requirements results in business loss. This way the requirements 

in most cases cannot be negotiated and the product management team cannot does not 

have the power to influence or change customer‘ requirements. 

 We also found challenges in handling QR at company Alpha. These challenges are 

due to lack of knowledge in testing QR, identifying measures for QR, specifying and 

elaborating QR in an understandable way for development.  

 Our SLR identified potential technologies that can be used to addresses the identified 

challenges: Aspect-oriented techniques [23] to specify and test QR, Security 

requirements elicitation approach, SecReq [46] to integrate elicitation, traceability and 

analysis activities of security requirements. Security is one of the most used and 

important QR considered for implementation in the case of Company Alpha and our 

SLR identifies SecReq as a potential candidate technology to consider for adoption 

for this company. SQUARE methodology [14] is also found to be promising in 

handling security requirements. In addition, our SLR found it to be a promising 

methodology for handling the elicitation and prioritization of security requirements 

and to perform risk assessments of the elicited requirements. Companies that are in 

need of a potential technology to handle security requirements should consider 

SecReq and SQUARE.   

 Budget and time constraints are common to all the companies in handling QR. We 

found that some of the candidate QR are not implemented due to time and budget 

constraints. This can be attributed to a lack of systematic way of handling QR. For 

instance, in the case of company Beta we observed there is no systematic set of 

practices that are used for handling QR in projects, which makes it difficult to 

implement them. A possible solution to this challenge is to have sound elicitation and 

prioritization practices. This calls for a lightweight, practical method. Our SLR 

identified a lightweight method [42] that helps practitioners to elicit, elaborate and 

prioritize QR. This method has active roles for all relevant stakeholders since they 

have to participate in brainstorming sessions where QR relevant for the project are 

elicited and prioritized. We find the lightweight method [42] suitable to the 

companies we interviewed since it does not require the use of a new set of tools or 

change of the existing organizational structure and does not require huge budget and 
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effort to implement. This method benefits the elaboration of the elicited QR, therefore 

enabling practitioners to analyze the amount of effort and technical expertise that will 

be necessary to implement the elaborated QR.  

 Another possible way to mitigate the challenge of cost constraints is to reuse the 

knowledge of implemented QR in past projects. We also identified a potential method 

for this in our SLR - an experience based method [13] that facilitates using past 

results in elaborating QR goals, elicitation and prioritization of QR for the current 

project. This method requires that the use cases for the functional requirements are 

available. Appropriate QRs are selected based on the functional requirements, and 

then elicited and elaborated based on the use cases for the functional requirements. 

The experience method [13] can be complemented by the lightweight method [42] 

and is recommended as a candidate technology that offers a systematic way of 

handling QR in software projects.    

 Through our SLR and industrial interviews we identified a considerable gap between 

the state of research and industrial practices. That is, the models we find in our SLR 

are not found in industrial practices. Software development needs methods that are 

practical and scalable to industrial needs and the research efforts should be focusing 

on inventing technologies to solve industry needs. Most importantly, technologies 

should be evaluated in realistic settings. Technologies evaluated in realistic settings 

will show the strength of evidence and possible benefits and limitations of the 

technologies to the practitioners. 

 We observed that many papers in our SLR suffer from scientific rigour. It is important 

to describe the design of the evaluation and the validity of the studies. Empirical 

studies can benefit from the guidelines provided by Kitchenham et al. [93] and the 

checklist used by Dybå and Dingsøyr [87]. All in all, empirical studies reporting 

evaluations should contain:  (1) description of the context of the evaluation that helps 

the reader easier to understand where the evaluation was conducted – e.g. industry or 

research laboratory, conducted in corporation with industry as part of a technology 

transfer effort, product used for the evaluation, customer segment the product is 

targeted to. (2) description of the design of the evaluation and research method(s) 

used, giving a description of the suitability of research method(s) used, description of 

data collection and analysis procedure(s). (3) description of the validity claims for the 

evaluation, describing the validity of the evaluation, possible factors that could have 

affected the results of the evaluation, lessons learned and possible directions in future 

work.     

 The encouragement for a technology transfer effort should come from industry also. 

In order to mitigate industry problems and challenges, it is important to communicate 

with researchers to develop practical and scalable solutions. Industry practices in 

handling QR and research efforts should go hand in hand with the efforts of academia 

and enable both parties to reap benefits.  

 

9.2 Conclusions 
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This thesis presented a systematic literature review of evaluated QR technologies plus three 

industrial interviews. The aim is to provide decision support material that can be used when a 

company wants to (1) incorporate quality requirements technologies for elicitation, 

prioritization, specification, measurement and testing of quality requirements, (2) to identify 

existing support for technology transfer and adoption, i.e. to examine the evaluations of the 

presented technologies and (3) see to what extent practitioners can benefit from and use the 

reporting of the presented evaluations to handle quality requirements. To identify industrial 

practices we conducted interviews with three companies. The following are the main findings 

of this thesis: 

 Low evidence for technology transfer support: Only nine studies (seven 

evaluations and two empirical investigations) out of 46 offer high strength 

evidence. The majority of the studies reporting evaluations were performed rather 

poorly. Evaluations suffer from incomplete description of study design and 

validity (See Table 13). We also observed low evidence for information needed to 

support decisions related to technology transfer.  

 Gap between research and practice: First, we observed a large gap between 

research and practice. By reviewing the technology evaluations we observed that 

many of the presented technologies were not tried out in industry, i.e. they were 

not performed in realistic settings using industrial applications. From the data 

obtained from our industry participants, we found that none of the technologies 

(models, techniques, methods, or approaches) found in our SLR are used in 

industry. Second, we observed challenges in relation to handling quality 

requirements. These include lack of knowledge for how to test quality 

requirements – e.g. lack of knowledge in testing quality requirements and lack of 

systematic ways of specifying quality requirements. Quality requirements are often 

not clearly stated, i.e. in a way understandable to the RE teams. This makes 

elaboration of requirements a challenging task. We observed a need for 

technologies that facilitate a systematic way of handling quality requirements – i.e. 

eliciting, prioritizing and elaborating quality requirements. We found that many of 

the quality requirements that are elicited are later rejected by product management, 

i.e. not implemented because of time and budget constraints. Incorporating quality 

requirements late in the projects have consequences in terms of increases in cost 

and time. Therefore, a systematic way of handling quality requirements is 

recommended.  

 Need for further research and evaluations: By examining the evaluations 

presented and the overall evidence available to support technology transfer, we 

find a strong need for further research and evaluations. The ultimate goal of 

research should be to understand industry problems and present technologies that 

are practical. The presented technologies should be tried in industrial settings. 

Software engineering is a young and dynamic field. To facilitate the transfer of 

research results from academia to industry, management support is necessary.   
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9.3 Future work 

After performing a systematic literature review and industrial interviews, we identified a set 

of interesting directions as part of future work. 

 Performing evaluations in realistic settings: To provide results that support 

technology adoption, more evaluations should be performed using industrial 

applications.  

 Need for presenting more technologies: In our opinion, there is too little 

technology evaluations in the process area Testing. This is in line with the 

observations in our industrial interviews. Only two studies offer strong evidence. 

Interestingly, we found one study, reporting ―Wizard of Oz‖ testing in agile 

environment, which offers support for technology transfer. It is, however, not clear 

from our review whether this testing practices and technologies are adopted for 

agile based software development. This is an interesting area to explore further.  

 Factors involved in handling Quality requirements: Our thesis has been aimed at 

the process areas Elicitation, Prioritization, Metrics, Specification and Testing. In 

our industrial interviews we identified challenges that include cost and time 

constraints. A possible direction for further work is to explore factors affecting cost 

estimation and cost for development related to quality requirements and how they 

are intertwined with functional requirements.  

 Empirical studies to investigate practices to handle Quality requirements: As 

part of our thesis we investigated only three companies, of which one company did 

not need practices for handling quality requirements and therefore could not 

participate further in our interviews. To this end, our results encourage further 

empirical studies to investigate industrial practices on a large scale. This could be 

performed as surveys where data on practices and technologies adopted can be 

collected and thus used to identify the state of industrial practice in this area. Such 

surveys can identify the industrial needs, resources required to handle quality 

requirements and finally produce practical and economical solutions.   

 Lack of tool support: We found little evidence on the evaluations of tools for 

handling quality requirements. Only three studies reported evaluations of tools - 

none of them provided strong evidence and the tools thus cannot be recommended 

for adoption. There is a need for more evaluations of tools and research on tool 

support for handling quality requirements.  

 Borrowing concepts from general requirements engineering: Requirements 

engineering is a broad area. We did not investigate the suitability of technologies 

used for functional requirement, nor has such a study been performed elsewhere. 

For example, prioritization techniques like AHP, techniques like RAM [117] have 

been proposed and evaluated for functional requirements. The suitability of such 

techniques should also be investigated for quality requirements. The research can 

start by using experiments in academia involving researchers and students as 

subjects before starting to do experiments in an industrial setting. On the other hand, 

these experiments are subject to the willingness of the companies as experiments 
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tend to be costly. More case studies can be performed using industrial examples as 

case studies offer a high degree of realism.  
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Appendix A 

Interview questions and description 

1 What is your name and designation (contact 

information)? 

Firstly, the work experience of the 

participant is identified. To find 

product domain specific QR 

practices, type of products 

developed and the company size 

2 What is the size of your company? Less than 

50, 50-250 250-500, 500-1000, 1000-5000 or 

more than 5000 
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3 What are your role and responsibilities in 

this organization? 

are identified.   

To capture the details of the 

department and persons 

responsibilities for handling QR, 

roles and responsibilities in brief.  

4 How many years of working experience you 

have in handling requirements/ 

requirements engineering? 

5 Please give a brief description of products 

and type of customers your organization 

deals with? 

6 Which department is responsible for 

requirements at your organization? 

7 Please briefly explain, which other persons 

are involved in handling requirements and 

their roles in your organization? 

   

 

 

  

1 Please describe the process of RE in your 

organization? 

To understand process of 

incorporating QR in general. 

2 What notion does the RE dept. have on 

quality requirements (non-functional)? 

Please describe  

In brief.  

[Very important to include in projects or 

products/ not so 

important/important/depends] 

To identify 

views/notions/approaches towards 

QR. 

3 What are the various types of quality 

requirements that you have successfully 

incorporated in projects? 

 

 

To identify various QR that are 

successfully incorporated, thereby 

establishing a sort of mapping of 

expertise and QR. 

 

4 How often are QR removed from the 

projects and why? 

Please mention the reasons of dismissal 

(time factor, difficulty in identifying value, 

cost factor, difficulty in finding right 

techniques etc). 

To know the views involved in the 

dismissal/removal of QR. 

 

5 Do you have any specific strategies, 

prioritization models in incorporating any 

specific types of QR or dismissing them? 

To identify how a list of QR are 

transformed into candidate QR for 

release/development. 

6 Do your customers give Requirements 

specification, or you develop your own? 

Specifically what does the procedure look 

like? 

 

To identify the source of 

requirements.  

7 Do you have any special techniques/models 

to specify quality (non-functional) 

requirements? If yes, please give a brief 

description. Please mention if you find any 

challenges in them.  

To know how QR are specified.  
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8 What do you understand by “measurable 

quality requirements”, “quantification of 

quality  

Requirements”? 

 

 

To identify a generalized view on 

what is meant by measurable QR.  

9 What measures do you collect for various 

QR? 

To know measures that are well 

pronounced in terms of practice. 

10 What do you understand by „testable QR‟? 

In relation to QR, measures, specification 

and testability are intertwined. Specific to 

this, what challenge do you find most 

common? 

 

 

To know viewpoint on achieving 

testable QR and identifying 

challenges. 

   

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix B 

Interview questions and answers (verbatim of responses) 

B.1 Company alpha  

Part I  

 

1) What is your name and designation (contact information)? 
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Elli Tzatzani 

Siemens Enterprise Communications 

Requirements Engineer/Systems Analyst 

Athens, Greece 

Mob.: +30-6974554197 

Skype: ellitzatzani 

  

2) What is the size of your company?  

Less than 50, 50-250 250-500, 500-1000, 1000-5000 or more than 5000  

More than 5000 – actually more than 14000 

 

3) What are your role and responsibilities in this organization?  

Requirements Engineer/Systems Analyst 

My responsibilities include analysis of Business requirements of customers, Product 

Management and new feature requests coming from in-house development, prioritization of 

their requirements depending on the business needs, risk analysis of the introduction of new 

components in our software and writing of user stories so that the requirements are 

understood from product management and development and finally cooperation with system 

test so that the quality of the requirements is assured. 

 

4) How many years of working experience you have in handling requirements/ 

requirements engineering?  

 3 years 

 

5) Please explain briefly about products and type of customers your organization deals 

with?  

Products are Telephony Centers, SBCsm Phone devices, Media Servers, CTI Application 

servers, including the Management Applications. 

Very large enterprises and organizations 

 

6) Which department is responsible for requirements at your organization?  

Product Management 
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7) Please briefly explain, which other persons are involved in handling requirements 

and their roles in your organization?  

Stakeholders, requirements engineers, business analysts, systems analysts, project managers, 

product managers, service organization product managers, architects 

 

Part II  

1) Please describe the process of RE in your organization?  

New requirements are provided from different teams/stakeholders. 

RE department, participates in meetings with Product Management and Service Product 

Management where the validity and the added value of the new requirements is discussed. 

This team accepts or dismisses the new requirements. 

For the accepted requirements: RE team analyses them, consults Software architects and 

proposes a solution.  

Product management accepts the solution or rejects it. 

If the solution is accepted, then Development estimates its effort. 

Based on effort estimation, Product Management plans the version to deliver the requirement. 

If the solution is rejected, the RE should come up with a new solution and so on until 

accepted. 

2) What notion does the RE dept. have on quality requirements (non-functional)? Please 

describe briefly.  

[Very important to include in projects or products/ not so important/important/depends]  

Very important to include in products since this would avoid customer dissatisfaction at first 

place and will result to greater customer approval for the new products/releases. 

 

3) What are the various types of quality requirements that you have successfully 

incorporated in projects?  

Performance 

Transaction time 

Logging 

Alarming 

Installation time 

Customer Training time 

Time to configure system 
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Backup/Restore Time 

Multiple-simultaneous-users support 

Security 

Traceability 

System Uptime 

Bulk changes performance 

Multiple browsers support 

Responsiveness to user actions 

Customization 

Error handling 

Start-up time 

Migration 

Upgrades 

Updates 

4) How often QR are dismissed from the projects and why?  

Due to time limitations and overload from errors in the implementation and customer 

complaints, each and every project dismisses the QRs. The time to deal with them comes 

after the product is delivered to the customer and after the customer complaints.  

 

5) Do you have any specific strategies, prioritizing models and any trade-offs considered 

in incorporating any specific types of QR or dismissing them? 

Prioritization takes place according to the customer business case and to the profit 

maximization or cost minimization that a requirement offers. The business case is calculated 

and according to the findings, the requirements are selected.  

6) Do your customers give Requirements specification, or you develop your own? 

Specifically what does the procedure look like?  

Customers are supposed to give requirements specifications. But, according to my 

experience, customers deliver a couple of words or phrases, usually complaints and RE & PM 

have to interview them for more details, to understand their problems and their business 

needs. 
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7) Do you have any special techniques/models to specify quality (non-functional) 

requirements? What are those? Do you find any challenges in them, i.e. understanding 

the specified QR?  

No 

a) Please explain in brief how you specify QR so that they are understandable to 

designers? Do you use any techniques/methods/models like UML, or text based 

specification?  

Unfortunately we do not use a specific technique to describe QR. We use a couple of words 

as a description e.g. ―System must support max 30 concurrent logins‖ OR ―minimum number 

of users supported is 10‖ etc. 

Maybe it is due to the nature of the SW that we implement, but, imo we need to find a better 

way to more accurately describe them.  

 

b) In this regard do you find a need for better ways of specifying QRs? If yes, 

specifically in what direction? 

We definitely need this, towards the direction of clearly stating which are the limitations so 

that they are not mis-interpreted from development 

 

6) Do your customers give Requirements specification, or you develop your own? 

Specifically what does the procedure look like?  

Customers are supposed to give requirements specifications. But, according to my 

experience, customers deliver a couple of words or phrases, usually complaints and RE & PM 

have to interview them for more details, to understand their problems and their business 

needs. 

 

7) Do you have any special techniques/models to specify quality (non-functional) 

requirements? What are those? Do you find any challenges in them, i.e. understanding 

the specified QR?  

No 

a) Please explain in brief how you specify QR so that they are understandable to 

designers? Do you use any techniques/methods/models like UML, or text based 

specification?  
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Unfortunately we do not use a specific technique to describe QR. We use a couple of words 

as a description e.g. ―System must support max 30 concurrent logins‖ OR ―minimum number 

of users supported is 10‖ etc. 

Maybe it is due to the nature of the SW that we implement, but, imo we need to find a better 

way to more accurately describe them.  

 

b) In this regard do you find a need for better ways of specifying QRs? If yes, 

specifically in what direction? 

We definitely need this, towards the direction of clearly stating which are the limitations so 

that they are not mis-interpreted from development 

 

8) What do you understand by „measurable quality requirements‟, „quantification of 

quality requirements‟?  

‗measureable‘:  measure the functionality of each one and assess the impact of including it.  

‗quantification‘: quantify the cost of success/failure to include this requirement in a solution 

 

9) What measures do you collect for various QR?  

Nothing 

 

10) What do you understand by „testable QR‟? In relation to QR, measures, 

specification and testability are intertwined. Specific to this, what challenge do you find 

most common? 

‗testable‘ QR is a QR that is described adequately enough so that is provides the appropriate 

guidelines to testers to test this effectively. 

Most common challenge is to provide a performance index for the new requirements. 

11) Are the testing techniques implemented at your company well suited to test QRs? In 

this regard do you find a need for knowledge transfer of better techniques/ways for 

testing QRs? 

No, it is done manually and using some free-ware tools. We definitely need this knowledge. 
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B.2 Company beta 

 

1 What is your name and designation (contact 
information) ? 

Trond Johansen 
Trond.Johansen@proxycom.no 

2 What is the size of your company? Less than 50, 
50-250 250-500, 500-1000, 1000-5000 or more 
than 5000 

Less than 50 
 

3 What are your role and responsibilities in this 
organization? 

Systems development manager 

4 How many years of working experience you have 
in handling requirements/ requirements 
engineering? 

30 years 

5 Please give a brief description of products and 
type of customers your organization deals with? 

Development of web applications for 
customers 

6 Which department is responsible for 
requirements at your organization? 

The system development department 

7 Please briefly explain, which other persons are 
involved in handling requirements and their roles 
in your organization? 

3 System Developers 

   

 
 

  

1 Please describe the process of RE in your 
organization? 

The requirements specifications are 
developed in cooperation with 
customer representatives according 
to a simpler variant of the Rational 
Unified Process (RUP). 

2 What notion does the RE dept. have on quality 
requirements (non-functional)? Please describe  
In brief.  
[Very important to include in projects or 
products/ not so important/important/depends] 

Some of the non-functional quality 
requirements are very important to 
include in the requirement 
specification. 

3 What are the various types of quality 
requirements that you have successfully 
incorporated in projects? 
 
 

We have mostly used: Accessibility, 
Integrity, Presentability, Usability, 
Timeliness, Future Business Potential. 
 

4 How often are QR removed from the projects and 
why? 
Please mention the reasons of dismissal (time 
factor, difficulty in identifying value, cost factor, 
difficulty in finding right techniques etc). 

It depends on the project. However, 
some of the QR in 3 are always 
present. 
The reason of dismissal are: 

- The QR is not of importance 
in the project 

 
5 Do you have any specific strategies, prioritizing 

models in incorporating any specific types of QR 
or dismissing them? 

The requirement specification is 
developed in cooperation with the 
customers. 
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6 Do your customers give Requirements 
specification, or you develop your own? 
Specifically what does the procedure look like? 
In cooperation with the customer do you use 
checklist to select QRS? Are the checklists by 
understanding quality models like ISO? Are the 
checklists tailor made for the projects? Please 
describe the process in brief. 

The requirement specification is 
developed in cooperation with the 
customers. 
We use a checklist based on the ISO 
standard. The checklist is used in all 
projects, and the QR are specified in 
cooperation with the customers. 

7 Do you have any special techniques/models to 
specify quality (non-functional) requirements? If 
yes, please give a brief description. Please 
mention if you find any challenges in them.  
 
Do you find any challenges in the text based 
specifications? 
Do you find techniques like UML [way of 
specifying/modelling] QR difficult/not suitable for 
your projects? Were there any knowledge 
transfer efforts in this regard in the past? 

The QR specification is text based. 
 
 
 
 
The use of text based QR specification 
is OK. The use of modelling 
techniques like UML is not suitable. 

8 What do you understand by “measurable quality 
requirements”, “quantification of quality  
Requirements”? 
 
Do you find any challenges in 
assigning/identifying values to QR? Do you use 
any models? What are the most value generating 
components in the projects? 

To give a value to a quality 
requirement. 
 
 
Yes, some QR may be difficult to 
specify, like: Maximum data base size, 
maximum transactions/second, etc. 
The GUI and the data base 
components are usually the most 
value generating components. 

9 What measures do you collect for various QR? Examples: No of errors; Mean time 
between errors; and so on. 

10 What do you understand by ‘testable QR’? In 
relation to QR, measures, specification and 
testability are intertwined. Specific to this, what 
challenge do you find most common? 
 
How do you validate you have successfully 
incorporated the right amount of quality 
[requirements] in your projects?  Can you 
successfully ensure this through the use of testing 
techniques (like threat trees, misuse cases etc.)? 
Please mention some of the techniques you find 
helpful.  

That QR can be measured such as: 
processing time, MTBF. 
 
Challenge: Avoid the QR term, and 
use more specific terms like: 
Response time, processing time, etc, 
instead of Efficiency 
 
The validation is performed by other 
system developers, and any 
comments are discussed with the 
customers and may be accepted. 

11 How often the following situations pop 
up/appear in your projects? 
a) Ah, it is too late to include a particular QR. 
b) We did not prioritize QRS for implementation 
and now they are backfiring [because of time and 
cost factor] 
c) We have to implement a few QRs but we are no 
so good or not sure about testing them [and 

a) Never too late. A QR can be 
included, but may have cost 
and time consequences for 
the project. 

b) Same as a. 
c) May happen in a few projects. 
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identifying if the required level of quality is 
present]   

   

 

 

B.3 Company gamma 

Verbatim of the response: We do handle requirements but not in a way that I feel I can 

answer your questions. We always get our requirements from an RFQ ―Request for 

Proposal‖. These requirements are non-negotiable. So in basic we state compliant or non-

compliant to the RFQ. We don‘t have the possibility to influence the requirements. 
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